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UVOD
Projekt MEDART je leta 2015 zasnovala slovaška nevladna organizacija Divadlo bez 
Domova, ki je želela preučiti svojo prakso, pogledati v svoje preteklo delo in ga 
opisati. Zdelo se jim je, da je bilo delo lažje opraviti, kot pa razložiti. Svojo prakso 
so želeli deliti z drugimi in se istočasno učiti od ostalih, ki delajo na istem področju 
z enakimi cilji – uporaba gledališča kot način vključevanja socialno prikrajšanih 
odraslih, z namenom povečanja osebnih in socialnih veščin ter izboljšanja njihovih 
možnosti za pridobitev zaposlitve.

DBD je tako vzpostavil stik s partnerji po Evropi s katerimi so si delili enak cilj in 
so gledališče uporabljali kot orodje za doseganje pozitivnih sprememb pri ranljivi 
populaciji. Pa vendarle na različne načine in s široko paleto različnih metod in 
pristopov. Projekt MEDART je bil oblikovan tako, da je ustvaril prostor, kjer so 
različne organizacije lahko razvijale projekte v svojem nacionalnem kontekstu in 
nato delile prakso in se učile druga od druge.

Proces MEDART je obsegal vrsto srečanj v partnerskih državah in tedensko 
izmenjavo praks z osebjem iz vseh organizacij, kjer so si lahko delili “metodologije” 
- svojo prakso; igre, vaje, pristope - na podlagi trenutnega dela vsake organizacije 
in skupin, s katerimi so delali. Srečanja so potekala na Poljskem, v Španiji na otoku 
Lanzarote, v Sloveniji, na Slovaškem in na Siciliji.

Te izmenjave in tekoči dialog so bili podlaga za oblikovanje spletnega “metodološkega 
priročnika”, v katerem so zbrani različni pristopi in prakse z namenom razširjanja 
našega skupnega učenja po vsej Evropi – namenjen je gledališčem, učiteljem, 
vzgojiteljem, trenerjem, drama terapevtom, socialnim delavcem, študentom, 
šolam, univerzam, institucijam, nevladnim organizacijam.
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Glavni cilj priročnika je pomagati razvijati in razširiti kompetence trenerjev na 
področju dela s prikrajšanimi in ranljivimi skupinami odraslih. Z razvijanjem teh 
veščin in kompetenc bodo  sposobni prinesti nekaj novih in učinkovitih idej, strategij 
in praks v svoje delo in jih s tem razvijati.

Sedem partnerjev MEDARTA-a predstavlja gledališke skupine iz različnih držav, v 
različnih kontekstih in dela z različnimi ciljnimi skupinami ranljivih:
Divadlo Bez Domova, Slovaška – delo z brezdomci v Bratislavi
Teatr Grodzki – gledališče z osebami s fizičnimi ovirami manj možnostmi iz Bielsko-
Biala, Poljska

Asociación Acunagua, Kanarski otoki, Španija – delo z ženskimi zapornicami in 
mladimi
Društvo ProSoc,  Slovenija – gledališče različnih izključenih in ranljivih skupin
CSC, Sicilija, Italija – ponuja široke možnosti in izobraževanja beguncem in mladimi
MVKBP, Madžarska – gledališče brezdomcev in osebami z manj možnostmi
ACTA  community theatre, Velika Britanija – delo z mladimi in odraslimi z manj 
možnostmi

Osmi partner  Hogeschool Rotterdam, Nizozemska – je bil odgovoren za evalvacijo 
in delovni okvir metodološkega priročnika.
Vsi partnerji so s sodelovanjem veliko pridobili; ne samo s spoznavanjem dela 
drugega, ampak tudi s povratnimi informacijami o svojem delu. Ko se je projekt 
razvil, so partnerji začeli uporabljati elemente medsebojne prakse; vaje, igre in 
tehnike drugih. Partnerji so se ukvarjali tudi z izzivom iskanja skupne terminologije - 
smo umetniki, moderatorji, umetniški facilitatorji, trenerji ali gledališki strokovnjaki? 
In kako natančno opredeliti “metodologijo”? Proces dela skozi ta ideološki in 
semantični labirint je bil pogosto težak, vendar je na koncu v smislu skupnega 
učenja prinesel veliko nagrado.  
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Dveletni delovni proces je osvetlil skupne cilje, ki jih imajo partnerji; primarna, 
osnovna želja je  pozitivna sprememba v življenju ranljivih in marginaliziranih 
ljudi, pa tudi strastno prepričanje o moči gledališča kot učinkovitega orodja za 
omogočanje teh pozitivnih sprememb.

Navsezadnje je gledališče prostor, kjer se podajajo zgodbe in skozi tovrstna 
gledališča imajo ranljive skupine možnost in moč povedati svojo zgodbo, izraziti 
svoja upanja in sanje, se povezati s skupnostjo ter izraziti lastno individualnost in 
svoje vrednote.

Poleg tega ima izražanje gledališča na tak način tudi koristi pri razvoju družbenih in 
medosebnih spretnosti; samozavest, sodelovanje, komunikacija, kako predstaviti 
ideje, kako poslušati in razpravljati, kako izraziti svojo ustvarjalnost, kako delati 
z drugimi v smeri skupnega cilja, kako uspeti in kako proslaviti ta uspeh. To 
so bistvene veščine, ki jih ljudje potrebujejo v življenju saj z njimi razvijajo in 
vzdržujejo svoje socialne mreže ter  pridobijo spretnosti, ki jih delodajalci iščejo pri 
zaposlenih.

Vsi partnerji verjamejo v pomen vseživljenjskega učenja. Učenje ne bi smelo biti 
omejeno na nekaj kratkih let otroštva, ampak bi moralo biti stalnica. Vendar pa 
se pogosto dogaja, da se prikrajšani ljudje, tisti na robu družbe, težje vključijo v 
izobraževanje pozneje v življenju. Za mnoge so njihove izkušnje z izobraževanjem 
v času odraščanja negativne; vse, kar so se naučili, je, da je v formalnem 
izobraževalnem sistemu težko uspeti. Tisti, ki smo sodelovali znotraj MEDART-a, 
verjamemo, da je neformalno izobraževanje skozi gledališče (in s tem povezana 
umetnost) način za vključevanje tistih ljudi, ki se niso uspešno vključili v običajen 
način izobraževanja; je način, kako spodbuditi in povečati svojo neuporabljeno 
energijo, ustvarjalnost in potencial ter ga dobro uporabiti znotraj skupnosti.

Čeprav imamo skupna prepričanja in cilje, pa je način, na katerega se približujemo 
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doseganju teh ciljev, raznolik; niz praks, ki so raznovrstne, inovativne in pogosto 
tudi presenetljive namreč prinaša nove  pristope; včasih znane, včasih povsem 
nove ideje, nastale iz nujnosti. To je pravzaprav bogastvo, ki smo ga odkrili med 
seboj. Posledično smo vsi začeli uporabljati zamisli drug drugega z namenom, da 
bi obogatili svojo prakso in se učili, da so vaje, ki so ustvarjene za delo v enem 
kontekstu, zelo preprosto prenosljive v drug kontekst. Jezik gledališča - in zlasti 
skupnostnega gledališča - je univerzalen. Bogatost in prilagodljivost metod sta 
tista, ki jih želimo deliti v tem vodniku.

Priročnik vsebuje opise partnerskih organizacij in kontekst iz katerega izhajajo, 
nato sledi podroben opis nekaterih pristopov, ki jih organizacije uporabljajo pri 
svojem delu; podan je »okus« različnih metodologij, različnih organizacij. Metode 
niso dokončne in ni cilj govoriti, da je to edini ali najboljši načini dela. Morda bi bilo 
koristno, da si ga ogledate kot “vzorčnega”, saj ponuja vrsto različnih pristopov in 
študij primerov. Kakorkoli ga boste videli, verjamemo, da je te vaje, igre in metode 
moč uporabiti v različicah, zato vam priporočamo, da jih uporabite, kot se vam zdi 
primerno - kopirajte, prilagodite, izumite, ustvarite, povežite jih s svojimi pristopi…
Iskreno upamo, da vam bo ta vodnik v pomoč pri razvoju lastnih bogatih in 
učinkovitih metod v vašem kontekstu. Srečno.

MEDART partnerji
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acta Community Theatre
acta community theatre is a Bristol-based educational arts organisation, founded 
in 1985, which engages  the most vulnerable members of society in the creation 
and performance of original and relevant theatre.  We create a space for them to 
have a voice, increase their self-worth, confidence and self-esteem and improve 
their opportunities for employment, education and integration into society. For 
the past 30 years acta have worked with and created strong partnerships with a 
variety of statutory and non-statutory organisations and engaged people without 
privilege, who are not connected to the cultural life of Bristol. acta operates at 
a local, national and international level, and is interested in sharing the work of 
community theatre with a range of partners in educational, social, academic and 
artistic areas of practice. acta creates around a minimum of ten new plays in 
every year, using a devising method which enables participants to use their own 
experiences and imaginations to create theatre which reflects and celebrates their 
lives, and is relevant to the wider community. acta believes that this not only 
benefits the participants, but enriches and energises theatre with new ideas and 
cultural influences.
acta has a range of funders; Arts Council England, Bristol City Council, EU, Big 
Lottery Fund, Heritage Lottery Fund, and many charitable trusts, including The 
Wellcome Trust, Singer Foundation.

Targets: acta’s policy is to engage with the most vulnerable, isolated and disadvantaged 
people in society, including: isolated older people; migrants, refugees and asylum seekers; 
vulnerable young people; young carers; disabled people.
Key words: Participation; quality; ownership; theatre; sharing learning; partnership; 
community; friendship; caring; fun.
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Ownership of Creative Work
Why?
• To develop self-esteem, problem solving, creativity and self-confidence in the 

participants.
• To increase self-worth and to increase a participants belief in their own ability.
• To create theatre that is new, original and relevant to the participants and their 

audiences. 
• To develop group and social skills including: co-operative working, communication 

skills, encourage creative thinking and problem solving, building initiative and 
improving group dynamics.

What and how?
The creation of a group story that can be used to develop into a theatre piece. This 
method values all the participants say, all their ideas and creative thoughts.

For whom?
For anyone who wants to create an original story.
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Exercise: Julie Story

Goal To create a group story, that can be used to 
develop a theatre piece.

Space Safe space large enough for the group size. 
Equipment Flip chart and pens.
Number of participants 5+
Time Allow 2 hours, although this exercise can be 

continued over a number of workshops and 
work towards the creation of a performance.

Professional involvement The facilitator needs to have good people 
skills, an understanding of the group and their 
dynamics so that they can encourage quieter 
members to have some input and lead the story 
in an appropriate way.

Explanation of the exercise

Whole group sits in semicircle, facing a flip chart, or wall with large sheet of paper 
attached. Facilitator draws a stick person in the middle of the sheet of paper, and 
asks the group:

‘Who is this?’

The group names the character, with the Facilitator taking the first suggestion they 
hear.
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The Facilitator continues to ask questions, and notes/draws/writes the answers on 
the paper around the stick figure. Sample questions: 

• ‘Where do they live?’
• ‘Who do they live with? Who are their friends?’
• ‘What do they do every day?’
• ‘What do they love most in the world, what do they fear most in the world?’
• ‘What is their heart’s desire?’

The Facilitator can ask whatever question they like, and these can be about the 
main character, or subsidiary characters. The aim is to build a background to the 
story.
The Facilitator continues to the next level, by introducing a problem to be solved:
‘One day there is a real crisis, which creates a big problem. What has happened, is 
going to happen? How does it affect the life of the character, or their life?’

The Facilitator continues to write down group answers, building the story, and 
beginning to ask the group more definite questions, eg:

• ‘How would you dramatise that incident? – 
• ‘Who would be in that scene?’
• ‘Would the character talk to their best friend about this?’

From this stage of the process, the Facilitator starts to write a scenario – eg:

Scene one – the main character and their family at home. A letter arrives with bad 
news. The main character pretends there is no problem

Scene two – the main characters partner confides in a friend that the main 
character is behaving strangely etc
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By this stage, the whole group should be engaged in discussing the story, making 
suggestions, contributing ideas. When the scenario is developed (although it 
doesn’t need to be finished), the Facilitator suggests that the scenes are improvised 
by group members, to see how the story could be turned into performance. The 
scenes are then discussed, more scenes are created, the scenario is developed, 
completed, and can be performed.
This process is a good way of building a performance with a group. The story can 
be broken into scenes which group members can create in smaller teams away 
from the main group, then sharing with each other.

Variations:
A theme or issue or moral can be decided on before the beginning of the story to 
lead it in a desired direction.
It can be used to develop a single characters background, rather than a whole 
story.

Risks:
Group members using known people or stories.
The story being led by overpowering members of the group.
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Making connections
Developing a sense of belonging for participants within their group.

Why?
• To break down barriers.
• To encourage participants to get to know each other
• To create a safe environment.
• To encourage sharing.
• To promote mutual understanding and acceptance between participants. 
• To encourage friendship, and a sense of belonging.

What and how?
Working with people from different backgrounds and cultures, this method can 
bring the group together, create cohesion.

Whom?
All ages and abilities as long as they are able to communicate with each other.
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Three Things In Common

Goal To get to know each other, break barriers, find 
things in common and develop friendships.

Space A space big enough for the group size and one 
the participants feel safe to share in.

Group Size 2 – 20.

Time 10 – 20 minutes depending on the size of the 
group.

Professional involvement Facilitator to introduce and monitor the exercise 
and set a time limit.

Explanation of the exercise
The facilitator asks the group to turn to the person next to them in the circle, 
ideally someone they don’t know well; breaking up friendship groups if necessary. 
Once in pairs they are asked to find three things that they have in common with 
each other.
Once this has been achieved, the couples then share these three things with the 
whole group.

Variations: Finding five things in common. If the group know each other well, 
encourage the pairs to find things that no one else knows about them.
Rather than just telling the rest of the group the three things, they can present 
them physically, in stills or short scenes.
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The Gentle Approach
Why?
• To create a safe and supportive environment for vulnerable participants.
• To enable participants to feel confident enough to share and be creative in a 

secure environment.
• To enable participants to feel part of something, foster a sense of belonging.

What and how?
By listening to and respecting people’s needs, insecurities and anxieties.
By removing pressure and creating a sense of warmth and safety.

Whom?
Age 8 upwards to any age, background and ability.
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Exercise: Impro wheel

Goal
Generate ideas and characters for devising. To 
develop verbal improvisation skills in a non-
threatening environment.

Space
A safe environment where no one is watching 
which is big enough to create a circle for the 
group’s size.

Number of participants 10 – 30.

Time 15 – 30 minutes for whole exercise, 15 - 30 
seconds per first line.

Professional Involvement Facilitator to give instructions, set time limits and 
give first lines.

Explanation of the exercise
Ask the group to stand in a circle, then go round labelling each person A then B.
Then ask all the A’s to take two steps forward and then turn around and reposition 
themselves so they are facing a B, thus forming two circles, inner and outer.
A first line is then given to those in the inner circle – the  ‘’s eg. “I’ve got some good 
news and some bad news.” The facilitator cues everyone in the inner circle, the A’s, 
to say this line at the same time,  and the B’s respond instantly, improvising with 
the person facing them. Everyone continues to improvise at the same time until the 
facilitator says to stop. This will be after approximately 20 seconds.

The outside circle, the B’s, are asked to move one person to their left while the A’s 
stand still, so that everyone is now facing a new partner. A new first line is then 
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given to the B’s, and a new improvisation begins. 

The process repeats and continues, until all the A’s have worked with all the B’s, or 
for as many times as the facilitator feels is appropriate.

Variations
Pairs can then be asked to share some of the improvised conversations to the rest 
of the group.

Instead of standing in a circle pairs of chairs can be set around the space and A’s 
can move around to a new chair and B’s stay still, again enabling the participants 
to work with each other.

Props or items of costume or settings can be used instead of first lines.

Risks
If participants get very involved in their improvisation they may not hear the 
facilitator asking them to stop.
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Joint Vision
Why?
• To develop co-operation, stimulate imagination and creativity.
• To stimulate ideas as part of a devising process.
• To create a sense of acceptance and ownership of the creative work.
• To develop cooperation and team building skills.

What and how?
Working together using imagination and creativity, to create a group stimulus for 
the devising process.

Whom?
Most ages, abilities and backgrounds.
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Exercise: I am a tree

Goal To work together using imagination to 
physically create a group picture.

Space A safe environment big enough for the size of 
the group.

Number of participants 7 – 30.

Time 5 – 20 minutes, each picture approximately a 
minute.

Professional Involvement Facilitator needs to lead and explain the exercise 
and steer it to keep it moving and appropriate.

Explanation of the exercise

All the participants sit in a circle. The facilitator then explains the method of playing, 
often using an example to help explain.
The facilitator stands in the circle and says “I am a tree,” and creates the shape 
physically of a tree. The facilitator then asks for a participant to join their tree 
creating something physically that could be part of a picture with a tree in it, eg. A 
man sleeping in the shade of the tree. The facilitator again asks for a third person 
to join this picture creating something physically, eg. An apple about to fall on the 
man’s head.
The facilitator then asks one of the other’s to stay in position and for one person 
to come up and join that person to create a new picture, eg. the man is asked to 
stay and another person comes up and is the sun shining down on the man. A 
third person is asked to come up and join the picture. Then the first person from 
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the picture, in this example the man, then chooses who stays and another picture 
is then created, with two new participants stepping in in turn. 
The facilitator can restart with a new theme if the group get stuck on a theme and 
it doesn’t move forward or is getting too far removed from useful material.
The facilitator can encourage more hesitant participants to have a go or help them 
think of ideas.
The process can be repeated until all participants have had a go or numerous goes.

Variations: The facilitator can ask a participant to give the frozen picture a name.
More than three participants can make the picture, 5 or 6 at a time.
The facilitator can ask one participant to tell a story that the frozen picture evokes.

Risks: Participants struggling with ideas or proposing inappropriate images. 





Acunagua
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Acunagua
Asociación Acunagua  was created in 2009 in the Canary Island, Lanzarote thanks 
to a group of volunteers with a need to activate the island population and to help 
them connect with their own needs, roots and culture. The main goal is to promote 
intercultural understanding on the island, sustain intergenerational dialogue and 
raise public awareness of their own environment of the Canary Island. 

The focus in the activities is pointed on following aims- Non formal education, 
contributing to the personal development of local people, the use of sound, theatre, 
dance, storytelling and other artistic and therapeutic methods, specially drama 
therapy, art therapy, work with senses, promoting the intercultural understanding 
throughout the activities of Acunagua organization, connect the local population of 
the island with continental Europe and combat the cultural isolation. 

Acunagua association, (which means: cradle in the middle of the sea), serves as 
a platform for organizing various activities depending on the interests of each 
member. Young people and senior citizens are welcome to join our community and 
to develop projects in line with the aims of Acunagua.  

Since 2015 we are involved in international projects Erasmus+.

Target group: Common native population of the island, physically and mentally disables 
adults, women prisoners from local penitentiary centre.
Key words: Social inclusion, theatre, ritual, play, freedom of expression, movement, 
dance, body language, trust.

A C U N A G U A
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Ritual
The 1st method we would like to share with you is the RITUAL. The ritual has 
an important place in our sessions with imprisoned women and we are using it 
frequently during each theatrical session.

Our story
...Why did we start to use ritual in the prison? The prison is a place of too 
many obligatory unpleasant rituals, day after day, all day long. For our creative 
process we were looking for a private space where to appreciate and celebrate 
the presence of each participant and where to jump out of prison routine, iron 
rules and strict orders. To see and to be seen, to hear and to be heard, were our 
basic requirements and keystones in the relationship with the group. Our aim was 
to offer the participants the ritual, with the intention of providing a safe space 
with well-defined boundaries to support their concentration and bring them to be 
present, here and now, be sensitive, to see and hear themselves and others. 

What is the ritual?
The ritual is a specific action, a celebration held in the group (“specific” as opposed 
to an “everyday common” action). It is a kind of activity celebrated strictly in 
a well- defined space, exempt from everyday life. The ritual impacts on deep 
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consciousness levels in order to create changes hardly accomplishable by rational 
dealing. 

Usually we use it at the beginning and end of the session. It is a short action 
generally conducted in a circle with all present participants. The ritual is guided by 
a facilitator who explains beforehand the course of the action. The structure of a 
ritual can be fixed; it helps participants to feel more comfortable and safe inside 
the structure. 

Why use ritual?
If you are looking for action which helps you to create cohesion in the group, to 
“seduce” a group for the next working process, to lead the group to a state of 
reflection, to bring participants to be more present and aware, or if you need to 
get more information about participants state of mind, we highly recommend you 
to start and/or to end the session with ritual. The ritual can help you to bring the 
group to a sense of unity and to a common understanding. It is a smart tool for 
mood-tuning.

Who is ritual for?
The ritual has its use in groups which meet in order to create, learn, share, etc. We 
found it useful with groups created by the homeless, prisoners, people with mental 
health issues, adults with addictions, abused women, etc. We choose the specific 
ritual according to the group we will be working with. The facilitator of the session 
can mark with the ritual several objectives to be met with the group.
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Welcoming Ritual

Goal of the exercise Create unity, be “here and now”, expression of 
feelings, balancing energy, developing empathy

Space Inside/outside but privacy is necessary
Number of participants No limits
Time Around 10-15 minutes
Professional’s 
involvement necessary

General knowledge about group leading required.

Props Candle and matches

Explanation of the exercise
The guide invites all participants to sit/stand in a circle. The shape of circle or 
oval is very important for the ritual because of space borders. The borders are 
creating a sacred space.  

We can take some time for the group to calm down and to be aware. The guide 
welcomes the group, they invite the participants to engage in eye-to-eye contact 
with others, to just observe each other’s faces, the different moods and energy 
levels present in others. This is the phase of mutual connection in the group.
Then the guide lights a candle in the center of the circle, leaves it there and 
goes back to their place. We invite the group to take three deep breaths together 
while we look at the candle´s flame. After that they say: “Today I feel...” and 
with a word or simple sentence they describes their emotional state. With a clear 
gesture they passes the turn to the participant sitting next to them who in turn 
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also repeats: “Today I feel...” adding their own feeling. The turn is passed again 
until all participants have shared. At the end the guide thanks all participants for 
their ability to share and they bring awareness to the fact that within a group we 
don’t necessarily share emotional states. The guide then wishes that the group will 
have a good session and invites someone from the group to keep the lit candle in 
a safe place until the end of the session where we may have some time and space 
for an ending ritual.

Variations: Instead of using the phrase “I feel ...” you can use a nonverbal way, a 
movement to express themselves, in order that everyone gets up and “speaks” for 
a few seconds with their body. Instead of “passing the turn” with a gesture you can 
use another natural element as a special stone bowl with water, pens or anything 
that inspires us. The objects can be passed from hand to hand. The presence of 
the ritual object is not mandatory. Instead of using a sentence you can use a non 
-verbal form as the means to convey the emotion.    

Note: There may be participants that the first few times resist the ritual structure 
of not wanting to share, talk, express or be seen, it’s not a problem. I recommend 
seeing this participant as a person whose silence or rejection also belongs amongst 
the forms of expression. I also recommend not highlighting their different way to 
communicate but to give them time. I advise that the ritual has a rigid structure 
and is not recommended to convert the phrase “I feel ...” in a long monologue or 
space to tell the order of the day. I definitely want to support creativity and fantasy 
of the guide of the group, the ritual can take many forms while respecting its rigid 
structure. This is one of many examples that can serve as inspiration.
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Symbol Work
The 2nd method we would like to share with you is SYMBOL WORK. Symbol work 
is key in our sessions with imprisoned women and we are using it frequently 
during each theatrical session. It is one of the most favourite methods among our 
participants. Attractive pictures and rich rainbow of images offer a wide range of 
safely manifestation and expression.

Our story
...Why did we start to use symbol work in the prison? The work with women in 
prison is very demanding. The prison environment creates many tensions between 
them. The prisoners can neither release nor get relief from their emotional burdens. 
They inevitably develop a level of emotional defense; they wear armour protecting 
themselves from all sorts of possible fears connected to their precarious situation. 
Fear of being vulnerable and therefore of being hurt does not allow them neither 
to be in touch with, to see, or understand the nature of that inner conflict, the true 
causes of their situation. Change is possible only when looking into, accepting and 
integrating their deep emotions but the prison does not offer them a safe space 
where you can start the process mentioned. The symbol work slowly helps us 
come in touch with them, but the biggest value is the fact that they slowly come 
in touch with their own hidden needs and desires through the process of making 
them conscious.
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What is symbol work?
Individual or group processes where symbols help get the information from 
the participants subconscious and trapped emotions and thoughts. It can be 
performed with more or less recognized symbols (objects, Dixit cards, tarot cards, 
Goddesses cards, pictures etc). Working with symbols allows the verbalization of 
the subconscious thoughts and emotions, to see them and accept them, and to 
transform them into conscious ones. Once accepted, you can begin the process of 
change.

Why use symbol work?
This method offers us the following benefits:

• Help raise awareness of subconscious processes
• Offers a safe space to see and be seen
• Invites you to express one’s self verbally but can also offer space for non-verbal 

communication
• Develops fantasy and imagination
• Creates unity and intimacy within the group
• Provides space and dynamics for sharing
• Trains the ability to formulate and argue
• Trains the ability to focus

Who is symbol work for?
For groups that meet regularly in order to create, learn, share, etc. We find it useful 
with different groups, the homeless, prisoners, adults with addictions, abused 
women, etc. It’s use is not recommended for people with learning difficulties.
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Play with cards

Goal of the exercise The expression of feelings/desires & needs, 
empathy development, furthering acquaintances, 
creating unity, be “here and now”, promoting 
mindfulness

Space Inside / outside but privacy necessary
Number of participants No limits
Time Around 15 minutes
Professionals’ 
Involvement necessary

General knowledge about group leading required.

Props Tarot cards or DIXIT cards, rich variety of 
different pictures (you can simply cut it from 
newspapers), cards of Goddesses (you can 
produce them by yourself)

Explanation of the exercise
The guide invites all participants to sit in the circle. Inside the circle is a small circle 
created by the cards placed with the image up. The symbols are clearly visible. 

The guide invites participants to choose one of the cards for example using the 
question:

“How are you today?” - “Find the corresponding card.” or “What it is the most 
important experience for you since we met last time?” - “Find the corresponding 
card.”
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The guide invites participants to share their cards one by one in the circle.

Variations: The procedure is the same with an important difference. The cards 
are placed randomly, the symbol is not seen. Each participant is invited to choose a 
card without seeing the image intuitively. In this case it is not necessary to put any 
questions. The guide can simply say: “Choose a message for you.” The difference 
in this way of working is that participants are opening up to the new and unknown. 

Also in this case the symbol is the key to the door of their unconscious. (I would 
suggest before doing or choosing to do this exercise, it is important to do some 
kind of short centering exercise that works with the group). It is very important to 
note that for this variation the design of cards is appropriately chosen. Depending 
on the group you are working with, we strongly recommend you to use cards 
with exclusively positive messages, such as ‘Goddesses’ cards for example. Using 
for example tarot cards or any other images with more complicated or negative 
images may have harming effects for some participants in specific situations and 
life conditions. 

Note: In our experience the symbols are beloved and requested by participants. 
With the cards they can also play, investigate their peers, tell stories, and create 
small theatrical scenes. The important thing is that the guide needs not remain 
confined within the description of this example. It may happen that some 
participants resist the sharing process. If nothing happens, give them time. The 
symbol speaks for them. When you are working with random cards where the 
symbol is not seen, sometimes it happens that some participants want to return 
a chosen card or change it. It is advisable to invite them to look properly at the 
rejected card or invite them to take a second card as a help to better understand 
the first one. The participants often ask the guide about the interpretation of the 
meaning of the card. It is recommended that the guide does not interfere with their 
interpretation as that could not only cause confusion but also block the expression 
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of the subconscious mind. Instead we may try strengthening the capacity of the 
participants for interpreting the symbol.
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Manual Art Work - T-Shirt Making
Born during our theatrical sessions, we have created a slightly different approach, 
using manual action. It has a very important place in our contact with women 
prisoners - Manual Art Work-T-Shirt Making. Continue reading our story.

Our story
... Why it is important for us to share this method? Starting with theatrical sessions 
with women in the prison, our first idea was to prepare a theatre show inside the 
prison for people from the outside, community members, students, and families 
of the prisoners. For legal reasons it was not possible. Our second idea was to 
perform to other prisoners inside of the jail, mostly for male prisoners because the 
women section is too small. But as we went deeper into the process of creation 
we were confronted by barriers. Our actresses didn’t feel comfortable to follow 
the proposed goal, to act in front of other prisoners or prison guardians, they 
were feeling vulnerable and exposed. It is important to mention that prisoners 
very strictly protect their privacy. There are many prejudices towards revealing 
your inner most thoughts. By other words, “less you know about me, better for 
both of us”. The prisoners consider one of the most important facts is to protect 
themselves by wearing a “thick coat”. As a “thick coat” represents their silence, 
unwillingness of sharing, shallowness of communication. Especially for this reason, 
we designed some safe and encouraging ways of communication and interaction 
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between prisoner and the rest of society,  as we were not able to create a theatre 
show at the moment.

How to connect imprisoned people and society while serving a sentence?
Here are some of the most important and urgent reasons of “prison reality” calling 
for change. The prisoners are aware of their guilt nevertheless they mention the 
following facts. 

• “The way of serving the sentence is a pure waste of time. No activities, no 
work, just counting long hours of every day”.

• “I am aware of my misconduct, but doing nothing I feel like I’m wasting the 
time.”

• “There is no effectiveness in serving the sentence. Here you can learn just 
plenty of bad habits.”

• “I need to study, to work or to interact. Doing nothing makes me crazy.”
• “The worst punishment is when they exclude me from all activities. Thinking 

and reflecting about my past makes me feel desperate and depressed.” 

For this reason we established activities with the following main goals:

• meaningful use of time
• practice of free expression 
• creation of communication with the exterior world
• practice of self-sustainability
• learning by doing 
• be profitable and conducive
• raising self-esteem 
• learn new printing methods (T-Shirts printing)
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How does it work?
In order to reach our goals we created the activity T-SHIRT MAKING inside the 
prison.
Secondary Goals Independent thinking and creating, co-working, 

developing sense of responsibility, creativity 
training

Space Bright room, privacy necessary
Number of participants No limit, but we recommend a small group max. 

10 participants in order to attend to all of them
Time Around 120 minutes
Professional’s 
involvement necessary

General knowledge about group leading and 
previous experience with painting technique.

Props Plain T-Shirts, colours for textile and brushes, 
different stamps, old newspapers and swabs, 
graver and lino (optional if you want to make 
linocut and create your own stamps), iron to fix 
the colours

Explanation of the exercise
The trainer invites participants to think about what would be the message they 
would like to share on the T-Shirt. As a whole group you can create small discussions 
about the topic and share their opinions. Each participant can express by words 
or painting. After that, each participant chooses one T-Shirt and starts to decorate 
it by using colours, words, stamps, printings. Usually all colours must be fixed by 
ironing at the end. To each t-shirt you can tag the name of the author.

In the case of prison workshops, the prisoners are completely excluded from the 
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next steps because they are not able to create direct contact with the exterior 
world. That’s why we, the trainers, are looking for opportunities (events, festivals, 
markets) to present our workshops and sale the T-Shirts for a voluntary contribution. 
Once the t-shirts are sold, we propose to our customers to shoot a short video 
addressed to a concrete prisoner. No customer is forced to do it, it is a completely 
voluntary action. In this is the way, we bring the feedback back to the prison. The 
prisoner can watch the video made by the customer, giving them feedback or just 
simply information about why they bought the T-Shirt. We are creating a double 
benefit: economical (money for t-shirts) and feedback (personal support). One 
part of the money is used to buy new materials and the other part to buy creative 
tools for the women prison section.

Note: We experienced that the biggest impact of this method for the prisoners is 
to receive video feedback and support of unknown people. This feedback creates 
a huge emotional reaction and support for people serving sentences. 
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Storytelling
Our story
„There is as many narrators in this world, as there are human beings”. This was 
our starting point in order to discover how many women narrators are among 
us in our theatrical sessions in the prison. Our aim was to wake up the “inner 
narrator” inside of all present women and to hear more about their feelings, stories 
they’ve heard, anecdotes, stories full of fantasy from the childhood, memories… 
We wanted to hear the voice of free women, women who stand on the other side 
of the bars. The prison is a place with a lack of intimacy and with untrustworthy 
relationships. Over the period of a few months we decided to create an intimate 
circle built on trust and respect; a space where to share individual experience 
through storytelling. Telling the stories was the path of liberation, catharsis and of 
connection with positive emotions inside of their stories. 

What is storytelling?
Storytelling is a powerful strategy which acts on emotional and cognitive levels. 
On the emotional level, the stories become a tool for life because they express 
situations, feelings, behaviours and conflicts of our existence. It leads us to new 
forms of knowledge and to realize that our own feelings are reflected in the 
characters of the narrated/read stories. This statement is valid from the point of 
view of the narrator and from the one who is receiving the story.
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Why use storytelling?
Telling our own stories, our memories, stories which are reconnecting us with 
archetypes and experiences, with ourselves, with the fact of who we really are 
and where we are coming from, all this guides us to the connection with our five 
senses. To remember and tell a story that we were told in childhood, a story that 
has been told to a child, an anecdote told to a beloved person, brings with it a 
torrent of emotions and feelings. This action makes it possible to travel in the 
magic world and space of fantasy where we are able to see, hear, taste, feel, and 
smell in the present time. We listen and we are heard.  Narrating a story allows us 
to be noticed, and at the same time allows us to hide behind it.

Who is storytelling for?
For groups that meet regularly or casually in order to create, learn, share, etc. We 
find it useful with different groups, the homeless, prisoners, adults with addictions, 
abused women, children, youth etc. It’s use is recommended also for people with 
learning difficulties.

Let your nose speak

Goal of the exercise

To encourage the ability to narrate a story, to 
create links between users through the sharing 
of a story, anecdotes or memories, links that 
generate trust between them. To build a capacity 
of self-presentation, teambuilding, activation of 
the senses.

Space Inside / outside but privacy necessary, the space 
can be lightly perfumed, preferable cozy place.
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Number of participants Max. 10 persons.
Time 1.30h

Props different fragrances (spices, essential oils, 
perfumes, plants, detergent, etc.)

Professional involvement It is recommended to have basic knowledge 
about storytelling and theatre.

Explanation of the exercise
The trainer starts the session telling any prepared story in order to involve 
participants in active listening. It can be his own story which has to do with the 
sense of smell. It can be a heard or invented story. After that he offers to the group 
different odour samples. It could be spices like cinnamon or curry, plants like rose 
or jasmine, or detergent which we use daily at home. 

It is interesting to have between 5 and 10 samples in order to make the offer more 
exciting. By testing different samples the smell detonates memories and emotions 
of the participants, bringing with them stories and fantasies. After the round of 
testing, the participants are invited to share their experience evoked by the smell. 
The trainer invites participants to narrate their own experience. “What has this 
smell reminded you of?” “Is there some concrete situation or story to share?” 
“What is your most powerful memory for you evoked by smelling for example 
cinnamon?” 
After sharing, the trainer can propose to choose one story which could be 
represented by participants in a theatrical way. 
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The functions of the facilitator during the workshop process:

• To detect where the difficulties are in expressing a story by the participants: 
their obstacles, their blockades.

• To detect the potential of the storytellers, encourage them to use records that 
are inherent in them.

• To create conditions and situation for narration.
• To offer resources and techniques of storytelling, theatrical stage techniques 

according to each story that allow to perfect it.
• The exercises of disinhibition, techniques for speaking in front of public through 

playful tools, laughter therapy.

Variations: As stimulators you can use food (sense of taste), pictures (sense of 
sight) etc.
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Red Cross, AHA Homeless Theatre Company, Hungary
The AHA Homeless Theatre Company was founded in the autumn of 2001, in the 
Homeless Shelter of Madridi Road, in Budapest, when one of the inhabitants of the 
shelter volunteered to play a part in the Christmas play of that year. Funded by the 
Hungarian Red Cross (Magyar Vöröskereszt Budapest Fővárosi Szervezete), the 
Company is based in the homeless shelter, which immediately provides space for the 
theatrical work and a community in an institutional frame, as the active presence of 
social workers and that of many other professional helpers is indispensable for the 
work. Since that autumn, the Company has grown. It focuses mainly on homeless 
people, but wishes to involve different groups of society as well.

The Company has already worked with both children and adults coming from 
normal family circumstances, with children who live under state care and also 
with professional actors. Today, the Company is renowned both nationally and 
internationally. It has appeared at several festivals, fundraisers, and has taken part 
in a number of Hungarian and European projects. It offers a quality leisure time for 
homeless people, but in addition to that, the AHA Theatre Company aims to enable 
an interactive artistic communication between homeless people and the society 
using theatre as a method. Over the past 15 years, more than 40 percent of its 
actors managed to reintegrate into society, with the help of a world where art and 
help intertwine. The aim of the Company is to be an independent organisation and 
to make this sort of theatrical technique acknowledged in Hungary.

Keywords: homeless people, indirect helping method, SPBOH, reintegration.

MAGYAR VÖRÖSKERESZT 
BUDAPEST FŐVÁROSI SZERVEZET
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Our theory
Our methodology is based on what we call indirect help through theatre. This 
means that by doing theatre, certain patterns (such as problem-solving, conflict-
management, ethical, or empathetic skills, etc.) become integrated implicitly into 
the participants’ everyday life. Furthermore, theatre gives the opportunity to give 
something to the audience. This is especially important to us, because we work 
mainly with homeless people – those members of the society who usually receive 
what other people give them. As it is important to follow up the actors’ development 
outside the rehearsal room (which is in the shelter), we call our method situated 
process-based and -oriented help (SPBOH). We use original plays and their written 
scripts for our work (never longer than 40 minutes), therefore, as opposed to 
other drama-therapies (sociodrama and psychodrama), the effects of this kind of 
theatrical work need more time – sometimes even years – to become visible. 
The figure below shows how our methodology is constructed. In this present 
guide, we are going to share our four main methods (the four columns of our 
Greek temple / modern theatre / arrow that points upwards) that help us achieve 
our main goal, which is the reintegration of homeless people. Our aim is – instead 
of offering a list of various activities and exercises – to present possible approaches 
to theatre for the homeless.
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Giving a Sense of Belonging
Goal thinking together in terms of group
Subgoals cooperation (opening up – acceptance), 

tolerance, empathy within the community
Target Groups homeless people, orphan children
How in order to make the members create one group 

and think together keeping the group’s interests 
and goals in mind, we have to work on the 
actors’ self-expression, discussion-dynamics and 
ways of interpretation

.

The Read-Through
It is usually the first rehearsal (or the first two or three rehearsals) that offers 
space and time to use this method.

Space Any room suitable for working with the 
community; the friendly atmosphere is what’s 
most important.
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Time 1-3 times. 2 hours approximately/rehearsal
Number of participants It depends on the play. The optimal number 

is 6-10 participants. If the number is higher, 
the group has to be divided into subgroups 
(according to the scenes).

Materials script (for everyone), paper-pen for taking notes
Description It starts with the introduction of the new play 

– it is read out loud by the director. After the 
presentation, the roles are distributed and the 
discussion begins. The actors form a circle and 
they talk about the scenario, their emotions 
that the play has evoked in them, the different 
personalities that they will embody, and also 
how they imagine the implementation of the 
play. During the discussion, they listen and react 
to each other. 

The performance is based on the director’s conception, as directing is not team-work. 
It is the nature of the play and the imagination of the director which determines 
it. Any diversion from the original conception is the result of a consensus between 
the director and the actor(s). The same should be applied for the future phases 
of the creation of the play. This is where our method is different from psycho- 
and sociodrama: it provides space for discussion and changes, but it is basically 
following a clear-cut line, accepted, followed and supported by the actor. According 
to our experience, in this situation the director should be an example, a pattern 
to follow, a strong and determined personality with artistic experience, and not an 
autocratic leader (even if it may seem so). This is very important, otherwise the 
play will be incoherent. 
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What are the results of this method?
The tension is eased, the actors’ questions are answered. The actors discover their 
inner conditions and their capability to learn, rehearse, act out, perform the play. 
These are the first, almost invisible steps towards self-confidence and self-esteem. 
With the introduction of actors from other groups, the actors make new friends 
and see new patterns for behaviour.
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Shaping personality
Goal To find one’s place in the community (in the 

society eventually)
Subgoals To experience new emotions, the feeling of 

integration, and different behaviour-patterns
Target Groups Homeless people
How By experimenting different ways of presenting 

one’s character (role)  
  

The Polishing Rehearsal

Space rehearsal room
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Time 2 hours/rehearsal

We do not have rehearsals regularly (that means 
at the same time each week), because we have 
to adapt to the actors’ daily schedule. This is 
relatively easy, because most of our actors live 
in the shelter. We also have to keep in mind that 
the actor cannot lose their job because of the 
rehearsal, so we do our best to find hours that 
are suitable for every member of the group. 
We need to have priorities: job – income – 
community – acting.

Number of participants 10-12
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Materials The written script is not needed anymore. As 
for other materials (sets), as the play develops, 
they are more and more needed. The use of 
materials is part of a learning process, which 
helps focus the actor’s attention and enables 
them to become more expressive. With the 
use of materials, the actors’ concentrating and 
expressive skills develop. In case of people 
who use a small set of behaviour patterns, the 
appropriate use of materials is extremely useful. 
The actor can “hide” behind them, or can express 
feelings with their help (for example, the ocarina 
can symbolise death, while a doll may stand for 
birth).

Description With the constant assistance of the director, 
the actor slowly starts to create the (fictional, 
stage-) character both mentally and physically. 
During this work, both the director and the actor 
speak, reflect upon their own and each other’s 
performance and ask questions (What is such a 
person like? How does he behave? How does he 
move?). 
The other actors also pay attention to the other’s 
performance, comment, reflect upon their work, 
make suggestions (actors take turns). The 
discussion and the constant reflection help the 
actor polish the role and pay attention to the 
subtleties. 
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When more actors participate in a certain scene, 
their performance may change according to 
what response is given by another actor. 

It is very important for the director to contain 
the play, keep it within a strict frame and not 
let it flow. 

What are the results of this method?
In this phase, the actors’ problem-solving skills develop mostly. The characters 
which are embodied by the actors may change their attitude to different ways of 
behaviour implicitly. Features of a positive character may integrate into the actor’s 
own personality, while a negative character may raise their attention to patterns 
that should be avoided. Also, an interaction based on trust develops between 
the actors, which slowly appears in their everyday lives. Finally, as their interest 
in theatre increases, they become more active in other type of community work 
within the theatre group (helping the others learn the script, helping in the creation 
and repairing of the sets), and they start taking responsibility for each other (taking 
care of an ill fellow-actor, etc.).

What are the possible risks of this method?
1. The actor might have bad experiences from before, they might give up, get 

angry or emotional.        
Possible solution: The social worker may interfere, but it is best to let the 
person process their emotions and help them (with discussion and emotional 
assistance) after the rehearsal. 

2. According to our experiences over the past years, the actors’ mental capabilities 
and learning abilities and techniques vary greatly. Actors with better abilities learn 
the play (even the roles of other actors) much faster, while slower actors might 
have more problems with learning it. This might cause tension within the group.  
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Possible solution: With the constant presence of a social worker, the director 
must make it clear that theatre is teamwork where every actor has a role and it 
is not the individual achievements, but the common production which is most 
important – and where everybody is equally important.
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Building Bridges
Goal bringing different social groups together – on 

stage and in reality
Subgoals (re)integration, acceptance, tolerance
Target Groups different social groups, e. g.: homeless people-

professional actors; homeless people-orphan 
children; homeless people-people living in 
normal circumstances

How by creating one common production

The Final Rehearsal

Space the stage and backstage where the performance 
will take place

Time 2-4 hours
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Number of participants Everyone involved in the play. This time, the 
theatre group becomes temporarily larger, 
as a special volunteer group gets involved in 
the production (people preparing materials, 
controlling light and sound, organising 
transportation).

It is interesting to observe the relationship 
between actor and “helper”: it is a cooperative 
work, where there is no hierarchy.

Materials All materials needed for the performance 
(costumes, props, lights, sound) have to be 
present, this is the moment when they all find 
their final places, and the actors are already 
using them skilfully.
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Description Whether there is a possibility for the group 
to rehearse on the stage right before the 
performance or not, the director must inform 
the actors about everything that awaits them, in 
order to avoid surprises. It is equally important 
to provide space for everyone to share their 
ideas, and discuss and agree upon problems 
as a team. Also, the director is in charge of 
the whole performance, therefore, the actors 
become more and more aware of one another, 
and they need to rely on, help and look after 
each other.

This is a very important part of the rehearsing 
process, because this is the first time that the 
actor meets the audience - even if only a small 
number of people (other homeless people living 
in the shelter, friends, family). These meetings 
help to fight anxiety. Also, at the end of the 
final rehearsal, quite often the spectators may 
express their own opinion on the play, and a 
special dialogue between actor and audience 
takes place.

This is the phase when everything learned 
during the polishing rehearsal becomes visible.

What are the results of this method?
The actor starts to respect the work that they have done, and starts to take 
responsibility for their own creation.
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Homeless people often experience that their work or production is underestimated. 
As a result of the repeated deception, they consider their own work to be worthless. 
However, as the theatre group have common interests, during the common work, 
a common set of values will appear. This means that the production they create 
together becomes precious, and it will be theirs: they will take care of it. Protecting 
the production of the entire group means that the actors can feel both protective 
and protected.

During the final rehearsal, the actor is no longer a “written part” or an experimenting 
amateur, but a mature personality. The characteristics of the figure he or she 
embodies percolates imperceptibly in to the actor’s own personality. 

What are the possible risks of this method?

1. Impatience and anxiety because of the performance. This might affect 
the actor’s everyday life, but it might cause problems on the stage, too. 
In a stressful situation caused by anxiety, the actor might experience 
a mental block. This may not only manifest in making word errors or bad 
moves, but in a rigid state, where the actor is unable to communicate.  
Possible solution: During the rehearsals, many techniques, exercises should 
be practised (games of trust, prompts, etc), which can be used in such a 
situation: every actor must know that they can rely on their fellow actors. This 
is another way to form trust between the actors. 

2. As the performance gets closer, the actors get more and more 
nervous and impatient. On the one hand, this is because of the 
performance, on the other hand, it is because they have the desire to 
please. This might cause conflicts within the group.   

Possible solution: Individual and group discussions help to solve these conflicts. 
We have to assure the actor that they are indeed creating something precious, and 
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that the performance is not a competition, as all actors have the same goal. 

We have to avoid the forming of smaller groups within the group, because these 
can  mean the end of the whole performance.
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Improving Social Sensitivity
Goal To change the society’s attitude towards and 

perception of homeless people
Subgoals To change stereotypes formed by the majority 

of the society via performances
Target Groups The wider community
How By showing the audience an unexpected but 

true picture (in a form of a performance) of 
homeless people

The Performance and its Afterlife: The Applause

Space it could be anywhere (classroom, hall, theatre, 
open-air stage, etc.)

Time 2,5 hours
Number of participants 6-30
Materials the sets needed for the performance
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Description We have arrived at the most complex part of 
our methodology. The performance is, in every 
single case, a CHALLENGE: making individual 
achievements public. The biggest challenge of 
all, however, is forming the connection between 
audience and actor – for both a professional 
and a homeless actor. 
It is the audience that gives feedback on whether 
the acting is good or bad. If the feedback is 
positive, the actor has achieved their goal: 
success. The actor’s fee is the applause. The 
effects of successful acting may vary: it may 
satisfy artistic desires, it may turn into need, or 
it can simply be “love”.

It is very important to inform the audience about who and what they are going to 
see. This may happen before, during or after the performance (the advantage of 
the latter is that the audience watches the play without any stereotype in mind). 
There are also several ways to involve the audience, depending on their placement. 

They can be: 
• sitting and watching
• on the stage, very close to the actors
• taking part interactively (question-answer)
• involved in the play 

Therefore, there are different options for the audience to give feedback. If they 
are sitting and watching, the applause can be their tool to express their opinion, 
which is also a source of force and energy for the actor. If the spectator is involved 
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actively, they can improvise, change the story (Forum Theatre), be part of the 
play. In these cases, there is a special relationship that forms between actor and 
spectator, based on trust, vice versa. 

As for the afterlife of the performance, it does not end with the applause. A series 
of positive experiences await the actor: new friendships are to be made and they 
may receive personal appreciation, which all affect the actor’s personality in a 
positive way.

If possible, we should let them enjoy this moment, and not bother them with 
things such as packing.

What are the results of this method?
What changes in the audience is their point of view on:
• stereotypes of homeless people
• the achievements of homeless people
• how to interpret homelessness to the society (this may ease the tension 

between social groups)
• prejudice towards homelessness
What improves in the actor:
• the feeling of importance
• the value of the production they created 
• the image of a person who is able to give to the society (whereas it is usually 

the other way round)
• self-confidence

Under the weight of the performance, the actors’ concentration is more intense. 
During the show, they are able to pay attention to themselves and the environment. 
They become reliable people for the fellow actors, while they become a giving 
party in the society, where the “donation” is the performed play. The success of 
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this huge personal achievement is even measurable: 

Immediately: by the applause

Later on: by the changing characteristics:
• positive thinking
• development of problem-solving skills
• expansion of social relations
• development of conflict-management
• efficient use of free-time
• enthusiasm in teamwork
• stronger sense of responsibility
• respect of own work
• humbleness towards art

All in all, in an ideal case, the actor has achieved several goals that – if not 
immediately then even years later – they will be able to benefit from.

What are the possible risks of this method?
1. Indifference of the audience: it may have bad effects on the actor. The fixed 

structure of the play does not allow the actor to solve the conflict straightaway.
Possible solution: If we have the opportunity, it is useful to introduce the 
theatre group in a few sentences. The audience will appreciate every detail.

2. Processing success is a hard job. Sometimes the actors might not deal with 
their success in an appropriate way: they may become isolated because of 
feeling superior to the others. This can be very dangerous, as it can affect the 
quality of the acting.        
Possible solution: In every case, we should start solving the problem with 
individual discussions, as it may affect other people in the group. We must 
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speak about the importance of personal success, but we must insist on the fact 
that the performance is a common production, and each member of the group 
is just as important as the rest, regardless of the amount and the quality of 
the part. After such a discussion, the rest of the group can be involved. A well-
functioning group can handle these situations well, but the leader of the group 
always has to be present.
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Centro per lo Sviluppo Creativo 
Danilo Dolci (CSC)
Centro per lo Sviluppo Creativo Danilo Dolci was established in 1958 and it is based 
on the experience of social and educational work carried out by Danilo Dolci and 
his collaborators in Eastern Sicily.
It is a non-profit organization that involves young people and adults and has 
successfully operated for more than ten years mainly on the educational sector in 
collaboration with schools, universities, theatre companies, associations and social 
groups both at local and international level.

Our goals:
• To promote the territory development through grass root activities;
• To support youth + adult education using Reciprocal Maieutic Approach (RMA) 

and other innovative educational methods;
• To work towards a culture of peace and non-violence;
• To encourage intercultural dialogue;
• To inform about Danilo Dolci’s life and work.

Our activities:
• Initiatives with EU and local organisations focusing on active citizenship, social 

inclusion and innovation in education;
• Maieutic laboratories in schools, universities etc.;
• Cultural and educative activities promoting Danilo Dolci’s life and work.

CSC has also developed innovative educational approach for adult learners in 
different fields, always adapting its methods according to the addressed target in a 
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flexible and innovative way. CSC has a long-lasting experience in the field of social 
inclusion and non-formal education thanks to performing arts. On the topic of 
social inclusion and the arts, a good example of its activity is CAREM – Collaborative 
Art-Making for Reducing Marginalization [LLP COMENIUS Multilateral]: this project 
aimed at developing and disseminating good practices of teaching based on the 
Collaborative art-making method in order to foster intercultural education, reduce 
social marginalization and promote European Citizenship in school contexts. 

Danilo Dolci also used his Maieutic Theatre method to empower people with less 
opportunities and stated the importance of creativity and the arts in the process 
of helping disadvantaged people. This is one of the reasons why Dolci called his 
centre “Centre for Creative Development”. At local level, CSC Danilo Dolci works 
with theatre companies and cultural institutions to use theatre and the arts as a 
tool for social inclusion.

Targets: Several target of the community, especially disadvantaged people in society, 
including: migrants, refugees and asylum seekers; vulnerable young people; people with 
disability.
Key words: Reciprocal Maieutic Approach; grass root democracy; creative development; 
art as empowering tool; community involvement; Maieutic Theatre.
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The island where to meet
The methodology adopted during the workshop will be active and inclusive, mainly 
aimed at interaction and sharing. It can be included into the environment of holistic 
disciplines and focuses on the relationship between physical activities and the 
development of relational resources and the resolution of problems and conflicts. 
In the workshops, which face different topics set by the leader, the aim is to 
activate the creativity of the participants across non-verbal languages, such as 
drawing, collage and body language through theatrical games. 

The distinctive feature of this methodology is not connected with new techniques, 
which are all adopted from other methods or disciplines, but with their adaptation 
to participants who are Muslim in most cases. The methodology comes from the 
necessity to meet and know all the expectations and wishes of those refugees who 
come to Sicily, in most cases Muslim people. Their religion deals with many aspects 
of daily life. The lack of judgment and the respect of the participants’ cultural and 
spiritual needs are essential whenever a real dialogue is established.
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Target Muslim refugees from 18 to 35 years old
Setting • A quite wide space for physical activity of a 

group fully made of 15 people. 
• Lack of holy images of all kind.
• The possibility to locate the direction 

through which Mecca can be found. 
• Depending on the period of the year, 

take in to consideration the lack of food 
during the Ramadan period (so, during 
this period programming workshops is not 
recommended, since this can be an obstacle 
for the full participation).

It is recommended working with all the 
participants that have the same sex and 
programming workshops in order not to 
overlap them to one of the five daily prayers, 
or foreseeing a break that allows these prayers.

Why This method aims to create a space in which 
refugees can express their own expectations 
concerning Europe and the approach with the 
“Western” culture, if they want to share their 
journey in any way.
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How 1. Initial rite
2. Physical warm up
3. Brain storming on a topic set by the leader
4. Work on the ideas originated from the 

brainstorming through illustrations, collage, 
body improvisation or the creation of stories 
which will be acted later.

5. Feedback of the completed work (through 
expressive techniques indicated above, or 
verbal technics.)

6. Closing rite and greetings
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Imaginative training
Aim Experiential and physical activity which focuses 

on the discussed topic.
Space An area big enough to easily host all the 

participants and allow physical activity.
Number of people at least 5 - 15 maximum
Duration 20 minutes maximum
Required professional 
figures

If necessary a translator for those who do not 
speak English

Exercise:  
• Walk across the area looking at the others.
• Imagine having something precious to hide. 
• You think you see a friend from afar but once arrived next to that person you 

realize you have made a mistake, apologize and keep walking.
• Recognize a friend from afar, not a mistake this time, say hi with affection and 

in case give your own hidden treasure so far.

Variations: variations can be several and they depend on the topics to deal with 
or on the emotions to be observed.
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Example: 
• Walk on the area looking for something lost.
• Ask the others for some help to find it and give your own help.
• Once found what has been sought give it to whoever.

Notes: Do not use images or references which are closely connected to the 
experience of refugees or to their journey.
Make sure that these exercises come to a happy ending which implies sharing
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The creature and the little ball
Aim There are two purposes or main aims: the 

first one is to warm up and through physical 
expressivity form a bond which becomes a cue 
to create a series of movements.
The second aim is the real physical contact with 
the mate, which later becomes game sharing 
and in the last part of the exercise it becomes 
the creation of a group to face the “challenge” 
of the leader. The group shares and cooperates 
for a common purpose.
To sum up, we go from the individual game 
to the sharing of that game, and finally to the 
cooperation.

Space An area big enough to easily host all the 
participants and allow physical activity, a sound 
system.

Number of people At least 10 - 20 maximum
Duration 20 minutes maximum
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Required professional 
figures

If necessary, a translator for those who do not 
speak English.

Exercise: 
Before the activity starts, the leader makes a circle on the ground with the group. In 
the middle of the circle there are sheets of paper and variously coloured markers. 
He invites participants to choose a little ball to be given to a chosen mate, when 
all people receive a little ball, the leader will introduce the game and all the basic 
rules:
• The little ball cannot detach from the ground.
• The little ball cannot be held in the hands.
• During the phases of the game the leader, freely moving, will try to take the 

little balls from the participants. Those who are without a little ball, should stay 
still until another participant tags them.

The activity will be divided into three phases:

Individual game
When the music is on, the users are asked to stand up and freely move around the 
little ball to which only small inputs of energy are given, that is, it can be touched 
with a few hits as possible to successively follow it with the body.
The user will move around the little ball following its path, just using the legs or 
the body entirely.

1
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2

3

Pairs are created
During the first phase it may happen that two mates touch each other and in this 
phase, when the contact takes place, there are asked to grab the touched part of 
the mate as if glued to him/her. 
Strange couples will be formed and they will play together keeping in touch through 
a leg, or through an ankle or simply through a shoulder.

The creature is born
In this phase the couples are asked to repeat what happened before with other 
couples, so there will be an intricate unique group which plays with just one little 
ball as a strange creature. The so formed group will have to prevent the leader 
from taking the little ball which is left, always bearing in mind the basic rules.

Variations: variations are mainly about the instruments that are used as a bond 
of the movement. For example the little balls can be replaced with crushed sheets 
of paper, on which participants wrote some positive and negative aspects about 
their own culture and about the culture they are going to meet, that of the country 
they come from or that of the hosting country.

Sources: 
Stanislavskji
Augusto Boal
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The errors school
The methodology is based on the techniques and the philosophy of the theatrical 
Clownery, which arises from the meeting of the circus tradition with the theatre 
and cinema at the beginning of 1900s. It would be very easy to say that just one 
type, or stereotype, of clown exists, and consequently only one type of poetry 
and content, but certain people are barely able to give a precise or a textbook 
description about what the theatrical clown is. 

Some reference figures are Charlie Chaplin and Buster Keaton and more recently 
James Thiérrée and Slava Polunin as far as the theatre is concerned. Theatrical 
Clownery works on error and human fragility, the clown lives and works thanks to 
his/her mistakes and discomfort, his/her gift lies into the fantastic ability to laugh 
and make people laugh also with sadness and misfortune. S/he has a fundamental 
role within the method which is the creation of a group that, besides being a 
place of comfort and exchange, could also be a working group. At the end of 
every cycle of laboratory the staging is provided. In this sense brainstorming and 
improvisations give to the group the chance to work together and try a creative 
debate.
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Target The target of recipients is people who are 18+. 
It is important to specify for the purposes of 
the laboratory the presence of some users with 
minor physical disabilities, this is considered as 
a treasure and not as a limit.

Setting The laboratory needs a setting which could be 
quite big for a group composed of 15 people 
and which is properly enlightened, with the 
chance to attach to the power grid an audio 
access composed of a simple CD player and 
medium power speakers.
As far as working tools are concerned, they 
will be obtained and carried out partially by the 
leaders and partially by the users themselves.

Why • Creation and foundation of a group.
• Stimulating physical activation.
• Stimulating a more conscious awareness 

and use of the body.
• Team working and reinforcement of 

relational skills.
• Reinforcement of expressive abilities.
• The clown: the use of creativity in problem 

solving.
• Final essay.
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How
1. Mechanization Starting from basic exercises of the theatrical 

work of mechanization adopted from the social 
Theatre of the Oppressed by Augusto Boal, the 
aim will be, as a first step, destroying what Boal 
calls “Physical Oppressions”. Across dissociation 
games between the body and words, some 
actions and intentions, users explore and play 
with their own abilities and limits. 

2. Foundation of a group 
through the concepts of 
identity and sharing:

From the theatre of the oppressed by Boal, it 
would be taken those instruments and exercises 
which aim to the creation of a working group, 
based on mutual listening and collaboration.

3. Start of the work on 
the theatrical clown, 
which will bring to the 
construction of gags and 
characters through the 
experimentation of:

• the discovery of the audience;
• the entrance of clowns;
• the gaze and comic timeframes;
• the face;
• the discovery and use of the red nose;
• the art of ridiculous;
• disguise, characters and the hierarchy on 

the circus clown;
• the relationship between Augusto, Bianco 

and Monsieur Loyal;
• Jacket and Hat, the relationship of clowns 

with objects;
• Rag time and melot;
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4. Inventing stories: A composition by the group of stories and rags 
which will become an important instrument for 
the following improvisations.
To this end, some creative writing exercises are 
very useful: they start from the most childish 
couple and from the imaginary theory and 
passing through the pataphysics it gives to the 
user the chance to exercise the imagination.

5. Some exercises of free 
improvisation, on rag and 
guided improvisation.

In this phase of the laboratory they will be 
working on the creation of the character, their 
own clown, starting from themselves and from 
their body as a necessary source of creativity.

Saying it through your words

Aim This exercise comes within those of the 
mechanization phase, a phase of physical 
and creative awakening which precedes and 
facilitates the work on clown.

Setting A quite, big area in order to easily host the 
participants and allow physical activity.

Number of people At least 5 maximum 15
Duration Maximum 20 minutes
Required professional 
figures

No professional figures required
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Exercise:
1. To form pairs.
2. To ask each pair to choose an emotion to represent and communicate it to the 

leader only. 
3. To divide the room into two parts, one of which will act as the audience, and 

the other one, provided with two chairs, will be the place where pairs will 
perform.

4. To ask each pair to represent emotions chosen with words or gestures which 
could express the contrary although the intention is maintained.

5. To ask the participants who are watching to guess the represented emotion.

Variations: variations could be several and depend on the emotions that we want 
to examine.

Example: 
1. To express love just through the use of insults or hate or just across compliments 

and sweet words.
2. To express happiness with words and sadness through gestures and body 

posture and vice versa.
3. To express rush and anxiety very slowly, or tiredness and calm with frenzy.

Notes: To let users choose the emotions to represent, to be sure they feel 
comfortable with the dealt topics.
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The newspapers’ cloud

Aim The main purposes or aims are physical 
activation, creativity development and problem 
solving.

Setting A quite, big area in order to easily host the 
participants and allow physical activity, presence 
of a sound system in order to use music.

Number of people At least 10 maximum 15
Duration Maximum 30 minutes
Required professional 
figures

No professional figures required

Exercise: 
The leader distributes to the participants old newspapers and ask them to walk 
through the room space.
1. After putting the music on, the leader asks the participants to throw some 

sheets of newspapers creating a cloud within which they start to move with 
the music.

2. When the leader stops the music he/she will say the name of an animal and in 
a few minutes the participants, using the sheets spread all over the room, will 
have to create a costume which represents the animal.

3. The leader goes around the room asking the participants to show and explain 
the costume to all participants.

As the game proceeds, the animals called by the leader will be more specific or 
totally invented, at that point it will be very interesting to listen to the explanations 
provided by the participants of their own costume.
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Variations: Variations, different materials can be used and different figures which 
are sought by the participants.

Example: Fabrics or clothes can be used instead of sheets of paper, and you can 
ask for the representation of professions or objects in place of animals.
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Working with myth: how theatre came to Earth

The Nātyaśāstra, written probably between the 1st  and the 2nd Century AD, is 
both a sacred text and a practical handbook, in which the rules of Indian drama 
are fixed. Its importance for the development of Indian theatre is paramount, but 
it has also been influential in recent Western theatre, with the reworking of the 
Rāsa system (which defines the relationship between the fundamental emotions 
and their expressions on the stage) made by Richard Shechner. 

It begins with an outstanding myth, telling how the Gods conceived theatre, and 
presented human beings with it. The story is woven with several striking metaphors 
not only about the old debated question of good and evil, but also about theatre: 
the relationships between stage and audience, between the theatre and the world, 
and even, in dramatherapy terms, between dramatic and everyday reality.

The story is told in first person by Bharata Muni, the wise person chosen by the 
Gods to set up the first performance. Once upon a time, human people did not 
have the theatre. They lived their lives, worked, got married, had children and 
raised them, slept at night, and woke up in the morning. Every day they praised 
the Gods through the four Vedas, the sacred books of prayers: the Ṛgveda, or 
Veda of the hymns; Sāmaveda, or Veda of the melodies; Yajurveda, or Veda of the 
sacrificial formulas; and Atharvaveda, the Veda of the spells. 
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However, the Age of Gold had waned, and in the following Age of Silver people were 
becoming the prey of greed, anger, and arrogance. They would need something to 
distract themselves. 

Thus, a delegation of people came to visit Indra, the God of thunder, to ask for his 
intercession. Indra went to the God of Gods, Brahma, in order to ask advice, and 
Brahma decided to create a fifth Veda, the Veda of theatre, taking poetry from the 
Ṛgveda, music from the Sāmaveda, dance from Yajurveda, and the passions from 
the Atharvaveda. Bharata was chosen as the man who would accomplish the task 
of putting it into practice, because, besides being pious and holy, he had a hundred 
sons and daughters. Bharata prepares the performance, which will be done in 
honour of Indra; it will celebrate the Feast of the Standard, reminding the primeval 
war when he defeated the evil gods, the Asuras. 

Though, in the middle of the performance, in which the Gods are present as 
audience, as well as the whole of humankind and all the other creatures, the actors 
suddenly freeze, and, notwithstanding the efforts of Bharata, they cannot move at 
all. Indra notices that the Asuras stand among the audience, as uninvited guests, 
and they had put a spell on the actors, because they do not like to be portrayed in 
the way they saw in the performance: as a bunch of ugly, ragged losers. So, Indra 
takes back his Standard, and the battle starts again, this time not on the stage but 
in the audience stalls. It goes on raging, until an intervention of Brahma reconciles 
the two quarrelsome parties and re-establishes theatre as the place where both 
good and evil can be played out. 

The method presented is aimed at encountering the myth and developing it, 
exploring how its message can be related to our actual practice of theatre as a 
way to deal with people’s actual problems but also with their coping resources.  
The presentation is divided in two sections: the first is aimed at introducing some 
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of the main issues of the story through a series of exercises of embodiment; the 
second at exploring the story itself. 

Introducing the themes
Goals: 
• To create a playful atmosphere;
• To foster communication and collaboration among the participants;
• To experiment with conflict in a gentle way. 

Exercise 1: STICKING
People are invited to walk around the room. First, they will look around, becoming 
aware of the place they are in, and of the people they are with. Then, they will 
experiment with different  paces, gradually increasing their speed up to a light run 
(but still being careful not to bump into each other), and eventually decreasing it 
to come back to a regular pace.  Then, at a signal of the leader, the game starts: 
when a person gets near to another, they will be irresistibly drawn toward each 
other, until they touch each other with any part of the body. Once they touch, they 
are stuck together, and they must keep walking in that position. The leader suggest 
to act as if they want to get rid of the other, and try to push him/her away with 
all their strength, but still keep walking. It is important to keep the push constant, 
not using sudden shoves. After a few minutes, the leader will let people break off. 
They will keep walking around, and the game can start again with another partner.   
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Exercise 2: WEST SIDE STORY
People stand in two opposite lines facing each other, at a certain distance (two-
three meters). At any moment, a person from one of the lines will create a war-
like gesture and sound, and start marching towards the other line, repeating it 
rhythmically. The others in the line will repeat the gesture and the sound, and 
advance following him/her. When they get near to the other line, it will start 
retreating, walking backwards but still facing their ‘enemies’, until it reaches the 
wall (or, if the exercise is in the open air, stops at a signal of the leader). At 
this point, the line that receded starts its counterattack: any person can begin a 
new gesture and sound, and the others will follow. The game ends when all the 
participants have had the chance to lead the attack at least once.   

Exercise 3: TIGERS AND LIONS
Like in the previous exercise, people stand in two opposite lines facing each other. 
It is important that people are in even numbers, so every person has a partner in 
the other line. The exercise is in three phases.

Phase 1: starting from a neutral position, each person will gradually take a ‘fierce’ 
position, imagining to be a wild beast, and start growling towards the other. They 
will advance very slowly, and while they walk their attitude will become more and 
more aggressive, and the growl will turn into a sonorous roar. When they face each 
other at a close distance, the aggressive stance and sound must reach its peak 
(of course not touching each other!); then, everybody will start receding, walking 
backwards, while they keep staring at each other, and the intensity of sound and 
posture will decrease, until they get back to their initial place, and they will take 
again the neutral position and relax.
Phase 2: the threatening advance is like the previous phase, but after the peak, 
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each person will go past the other, adding a disdainful gesture, and they will go on, 
decreasing the intensity, until they reach the opposite side of the room, taking the 
other’s place. Then, they will turn back, take the neutral position and relax.
Phase 3: same start. When people get to the peak of intensity, the tension will 
suddenly drop, and they will hug each other.

Section 2: Exploring the myth
 
The following sequence is a typical structure used in dramatherapy to work with 
myths and stories. It is very simple and flexible, and at the same time open to 
many possible variations.

1. Listening to the story: people are invited to sit and relax, while the leader 
tells the story. 

2. Setting the stage: together, people decide to identify different parts of the 
room as the places of the story (ex. the city where people live, the mountain 
where Indra dwells, the throne of Brahma, Bharata’s home, the theatre of the 
first performance, etc.). Simple elements (cloths, scarves, cushions, chairs, 
etc.) can be used as rough scenery.

3. Taking the roles: people are invited to volunteer for the main roles (in 
this case: Indra, Brahma, Bharata and his wife). If more than one person 
wants to play the same role, they can: it is possible to have different actors in 
different moments, or repeat the scenes changing the actors. The remaining 
people will be in turn:  the humans pleading with Indra; Bharata’s sons and 
daughters (in ‘real life’ and on stage, playing the roles of Gods and Asuras); 
the audience of the first performance (including the Gods and the gatecrashers 
Asuras). Although they will mostly act as a chorus, it is useful that people try 
to personalize their roles.
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4. Performing: people are invited to improvise the story, with a little help from 
the leader in order to shift from one scene to another, and some coaching 
intervention now and then.

5. Processing: people are invited to discuss the experience, including the themes 
they found relevant.

6. Developing: in sub-groups, people are invited to devise a simple scene dealing 
with the themes previously discussed.

7. Final processing: free group conversation about the whole process. 
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Divadlo 
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Divadlo bez domova
Our main mission is to work with marginalized communities of citizens in an 
unconventional creative form using the means of theatre, performing arts, dance 
or singing. Divadlo bez domova (Theatre with no home) provides a platform for 
presenting social topics that are being overlooked in the commercial artistic sphere. 
We combine the artistic with the social in order to help tear down stereotypes that 
marginalized communities face in the society.
DBD was informally founded in 2004 in the course of work on theatrical projects 
with people without a home and it became registered with the Ministry of Interior 
of the Slovak Republic on 12. 05. 2006. We are based in Bratislava where we have 
organized the International festival of homeless theatre ERROR since 2006. This 
unique event presents theatre groups where the actors and actresses are from 
different marginalized groups of people.

Why do we share our methods?
We have decided to select 4 methods which are crucial in our work and can be 
adapted easily by many kinds of groups. Our intention is not to give a “recipe”, 
but to show that there is something happening even before the rehearsals (Coffee 
ritual), then the beginning of regular work (Playing with rhythm and tempo), then 
a method which might lead to a creation of a concrete performance (Elevator) and 
than the long-term sustainable way of keeping the group vivid (Soft joints).

Who do we work with?
Our community of actors and actresses is made up of people without homes 
(homeless people), physically disabled, people from socially underprivileged 
communities, Roma people, migrants, people with psychiatric diagnose, social 
workers, theatre artists, students and anyone who is interested in our theatre. 
Our actors and actresses receive financial compensation for performing in our 
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theatre plays. 

Key words: Group building, self-confidence, ritual, safety, trust, discovery, empowerment, 
flexibility, self-expression, long-term work.
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Coffee ritual
Key words Ritual, sharing, rules, beginning 
Why? Rituals, in general, are a very powerful part of theatrical 

and community work. There are many kinds of rituals: more 
formal, having more or less strict structure…

Others less complicated - almost invisible.

This is the kind we want to speak about. For strangers, it may 
be impossible for them to even notice or recognize them as 
rituals, but for our community, for us…it is an inevitable part 
of our theatrical life.

For us particularly, because we work with homeless people, 
coffee is a very strong and important element. It is much 
more than a “habit” or “thing we just do”.
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Along the years we know, that we need to take care of our 
coffee ritual, we have to plan the activities around it and not 
forget all we need for it, especially when we travel.

Of course, coffee ritual can be replaced or be modified to 
coffee/tea ritual etc. In fact, we have tea ready also as and 
in winter it is somehow popular as well. We used coffee 
phenomenon to underline the fact, that for our community it 
is an essential drink.

What? Coffee ritual is an activity, which takes time always at the 
beginning of rehearsals and before performances. It is truly a 
moment where a lot is happening: meeting others, greeting 
and talking, helping those who need help, sharing…

In our case we have a small, simple kitchen. Thanks to a 
kettle we can very quickly prepare a cup of coffee, many 
times with sugar, sometimes with a lot of sugar.

It is partly a homely atmosphere, partly a warm drink itself 
that helps people to tune to the activities afterwards.

How? We always make sure that we have the means to carry out 
our ritual – a kettle, coffee/tea, sugar, mugs – but most of 
all, the time to devote to making our participants feel wanted 
and valued.

Generally to handle coffee preparation is easy, it requires a 
place with electricity, respectively gas where water can be 
boiled, cups, spoons, coffee and sugar.
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But according to our experience to rely on coffee ritual as a 
ritual is good not to forget:

• set basic rules;
• set time;
• have a person(s) who is (are) responsible to make sure 

there is enough coffee and sugar;
• calculate expenses and have a budget for it;
• cups, kettle and water.

Rules Who wants to have coffee, must come on time.

Who drinks coffee is responsible for his/her cup and must 
wash it and put it back to the kitchen (cabinet).

Time The coffee ritual time starts minimum 15 min before the 
beginning of the rehearsal or performance.
It means this is an extra time for team leaders to calculate 
with. It allows people to be more flexible with time. Usually, 
we arrive at our place 20 or 30 minutes before and always 
some of our people are already there.

Person(s) 
responsible

All depends on own needs, but in our case we go to buy coffee 
and sugar along the year maybe 1 – 2 times per month. It is 
important to have somebody who in advance informs about 
shortage of coffee and sugar and can go to buy this.

Expenses For many organizations money is an issue and coffee 
consumption can be expensive. In our case we pay for it 
from money we collect from voluntary entrance to our 
performances.
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Note: 
By mentioning the fact of buying the coffee we are trying to highlight the fact 
of giving different roles (coffee keeper, coffee buyer, cleaning keeper…) to the 
people we work with. In our case to homeless people, ex-prisoners or other people 
who have experienced in their life large lack of confidence or responsibility by 
taking these kind of roles – somehow on the edge of the real and theatrical life 
are reenforcing their abilities and learn, or re-learn, such skills like taking care of 
others, think in the team, calculate with time, etc.

Artistic note:
The ritual itself or some of its parts can be inspirational for artistic approach as 
well. A lot of elements of it can be remembered or reflected by actors developing 
their characters, e.g. gathering, informal talk or routine. It is something what can 
be a point of reference, because everybody knows it or is somehow part of the 
whole group.

In our case we even use it in the performance Flashback – which reflects 10 years 
of our work and stresses the most important elements – and the coffee ritual is 
one of them.
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Playing with rhythm and tempo
This is a way of thinking about common cooperation on different levels:

1. Practical - to find variety of rhythms which are in the same or a different 
tempo, expressed by an instrument, voice, body or another way.

2. Group dynamic - to find speed in entire work in which all members of the 
theatre group feel comfortable.

Key words Rhythm: a strong, regular repeated pattern of movement or 
sound.
Tempo:
1. Music: the speed at which a passage of music is or should 

be played.
2. The rate or speed of motion or activity; pace.
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Why? Actresses and actors coming from different backgrounds are 
likely to be different in their rhythm and tempo. In many 
aspects: walking, speaking, moving etc... Experimenting 
different rhythms and tempos can show differences and 
similarities among participants.

Another element is to find common rhythm and tempo to be 
able to create something together: a song, a dance, a scene...

Rhythmical exercises can help:
• keep focus;
• reach a common goal;
• help to express something that we don’t want or can not 

express with words;
• stress diversity;
• have fun.

What? How? There are infinite ways to express rhythm and tempo. Dancing, 
singing, speaking, rapping, clapping...playing instruments...
and many more ways...
Our aim was to focus on playing instruments, especially 
percussions and rhythmic instruments. Establishing a band 
can be surprising source of inspiration.
In our case we didn’t have any real musician among the 
participants. So, for all members of the theatre group it was 
somehow their first touch with music-making. We did have a 
rapper, who somehow helped us to keep our band in „songs“ 
or „tunes“. It is somehow important to have pieces of music 
which can be rehearsed or you can work on them. 
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Not necessarily music with singing or rapping. It can be fully 
instrumental, or improvisational within a certain theme, or a 
definite piece of music – song or tune.

Before starting, it must be clear how people will play – with 
instruments or without.

Musical instruments, if they are of different kinds, are a 
source of discovery. How to play on them, what is the right 
sound, or what sound can I produce…  On a different day, 
or different rehearsal, it can be a different instrument, or a 
particular person takes his or her instrument and can gain 
some progress in playing it.

For who? Any size of group as long as there are enough instruments 
and space.

Note 1: for a group of actors and actresses with special needs (CP or other 
movement disorders):
It is important to have percussions which people can play, that they can comfortably 
hold and play alone. In this case Maracas (Rumba shakers) are very good, or 
anything with long handles.

Note 2: for a group of actors and actresses with a homeless background:
Any instruments are fine, we have found that a triangle, with its special sound and 
function, can give extra focus on very little detail with strong impact. Triangle can 
be played just once in a while – but it is always heard, thanks to its sharp sound.  
In our case the triangle is played by Pišta – a person who with his 130 kg and 
physical appearance of a big man is enjoying the soft and gentle way of playing 
an instrument. 
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This method offers many possibilities to play with certain contradictions – speed, 
accent, soft and strong sounds and infinite other possibilities.

Exercise: How are you doing at the moment?
1. All instruments are in a big basket or on the floor and placed all in the middle 

of the room. People seat around in the circle.
2. Each person takes the instrument which attracts them today, or grabs the 

instrument they like.
3. The leader (or the first person) asks a question to the person next to them: 

How are you doing at the moment?
4. This person does not answer with words, instead produces sound with 

the instrument. We clearly hear and see certain tempo and rhythm, short 
performances with some power, expression and in this way the group perceive 
his or her mood.

5. Than this person asks the same question “How are you doing at the moment?” 
to the next person and again we can hear the answer made only by their 
instrument...

6. One by one everyone asks with words and is answered by the playing of 
instruments until the circle is completed.

Note: It can be interesting to do this exercise at the beginning and then at the 
end of the rehearsal.

Varieties: The question can be changed to anything what requires mood 
expression:
How was your weekend?
How did you like the last rehearsal, performance, travel to the theatre…?
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Elevator
Key words Own text, creativity, feedback, performance
For whom? This method is for drama-therapeutic groups or theatre groups 

where actors and actresses are people who are disabled, have 
mental health issues, homeless people or other marginalized 
groups, socially or culturally excluded people or people with 
dyslexia or/and dysgraphia.
Anyway, this method is suitable to any other theatre groups, 
which are artistically active and perform to the public.

Why? In our artistic work with homeless people and people with 
disabilities, we have a need to work with theatrical text 
which would be created by actors and actresses themselves 
in a specific theme and it would come from their personal 
statements, experiences, emotions or life situations. Creative 
writing of dramatic text is a relatively complicated process. For 
people, who have never written any text or are dysgraphic or 
dyslexic, writing could be itself a big barrier and challenge to 
their engagement in theatre. We asked ourselves what method 
we could use which could put their ideas and thoughts on to 
paper without losing the authenticity of their voice,  whilst 
keeping to the theme we wanted to bring on to the stage.
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What is the 
method giving 
us?

• helps to formulate ideas, feelings, inside pictures of actors 
and actresses

• creates structure of a specific theme which we are using 
for the performance

• supports creativity of the actors and actresses
• creates own theatrical text
• helps to discover own performing and acting expressions
• elevates motivation 
• creates original content of the play
• combats complexes 
• develops abstract thinking
• allows therapists to have a look into internal thoughts and 

feelings of the actors and actresses through theatre
Tools Paper and pen, computer and printer.
Practical 
description

If possible, two drama-therapists (team leaders, directors), 
especially if you work with more than 10 actors and actresses.

1. Drama-therapists (team leaders, directors) prepare at 
home a set of questions around the theme, which they want 
to work on in the theatre. For example: 
• What do you feel when you are forced to spend a night 

on the street?
• Do you remember when you accepted for the first time 

that you are a person without a home?
• What do you think about the situation in which you cannot 

cross the street with your wheelchair because of a barrier?
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2. At the rehearsal the first drama-therapist asks one by one 
the actors and actresses to answer with their own words, 
with their free associations and memories. The second 
drama-therapist writes down the answers on the paper. It 
is important to save enough time for each person and their 
thinking. In this phase is very important that the drama-
therapist formulates the questions clearly and keeps the 
focus of the actors on the theme. In the case when somebody 
does not understand some word or question it is important to 
explain it properly. 

3. All the collected answers should be rewritten on the 
computer and printed out, but without questions – just the 
answers. At this stage it is important that the answers stay in 
their own language, including the slang or strange expressions 
and shouldn’t be corrected (yet).
4. Printed text is handed to the actors and actresses. It means 
each of them has their own text on the paper. 

5. The drama-therapists ask the actors and actresses to read 
loudly their texts if possible, if not they help them to read 
the texts for them. Now the authors of texts can still make 
changes if they are not satisfied, they can add or remove 
whatever they want. The final version of the text is again 
rewritten and printed out.

6. Regular reading of the text at the following rehearsals 
helps the actors and actresses to memorize it. The drama-
therapists can (and should) add other exercises, including 
movement and action, in which the text becomes a theatrical 
performance and step by step can be managed into a 
theatrical performance.
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Our 
experiences

Thanks to this method we developed a play Flashback, 
built of own texts, which brought onto the stage personal 
experiences and relationships towards theatre and the roles 
they have had and how they developed over the years. All the 
actors and actresses felt deep satisfaction after performing 
their own ideas formulated into their own lines.
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Soft joints
For who is it for? This method is for drama-therapeutic groups, theatre 

groups or groups which artistically work with disabled 
people, people with learning difficulties, people with 
mental health issues, homeless people and with different 
socially and culturally excluded people (actors / actresses). 

It is also suitable for all other group’s artistic approach 
and their performances and other artistic outputs that are 
presented to the general public (theatre performances for 
the public).
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Problem 
description

In our artistic work with homeless people and people with 
disabilities we have encountered the problem of actors 
not attending for various reasons (injury, illness, alcohol 
excess, the departure, death, etc.). 

The sudden absence of actors / actresses before the 
scheduled public theatre performance provokes uncertainty 
and tension throughout the performing team and staff 
(therapists). 

Several months of preparations for the play was in vain or 
at risk of failing because of the absent actors / actresses. 
Within the team emerged tensions, conflicts, accusations 
and quarrels. 

For us – the staff (drama-therapists, social workers) who 
are often committed to making theatre performances 
happen on a regular basis, such situations cause stress 
and uncertainty. We tried to find a way that would allow 
for performers to not attend and the theatre performance 
could still happen. 
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What does the 
method give us?

• Mitigates the consequences of failure of the actors/
actresses such as unexpected, sudden absence of 
actor(s) in rehearsals and theatre performances

• Gives the actors/actresses, staff and audience 
security (theatrical performance may not be 
cancelled)

• Gives an opportunity of sustainability of a play in the 
future

• Fosters creativity and flexibility of your acting team
• Increases the motivation for self-improvement, the 

actors / actresses (mutual motivation between the 
actors / actresses)

• Provides high level of certainty for drama-therapeutic 
process

• During rehearsals allows full and active involvement 
of all actors / actresses

Description of the 
method

The method of “soft joints” has two approaches.

1. joint: The structure of the theatrical production is 
produced from particular individual scenes / outputs of 
one actor / actress that is followed by another output of 
the next actor / actress. In the absence of somebody the 
scene missing an actor / actress is simply “omitted” and 
the performance can continue without endangering other 
dramatic sketches. The performance is shortened but not 
cancelled.
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2. joint: In a scene where the actors act more collectively 
(collective scenes), we alter among all. In other words: 
all actors can take part in collective scenes and can 
contribute in their unique way without a need of a strict 
unifying approach. This means that already during the 
rehearsals each actress / actor is trying to catch her/his 
role (if allowed by their disability) in collective scenes. This 
approach allows actors / actresses to alternate their roles 
and enhance their flexibility and artistic creativity. It is like 
a pool where everyone can swim and regarding to the 
need of the play, they can jump in or out.

Our experiences With this method, our theatre performs regularly for the 
public for more than 10 years and not once have we had 
to cancel our performance.

Actors / actresses count on this approach, so they can 
accept failure of their colleagues. The method also helps 
in building the artistic relationship with the audience as it 
has become a good habit that our performance is never 
cancelled, “due to illness”.
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Društvo ProSoc
Društvo ProSoc je prostovoljno, neprofitno društvo državljanov R Slovenije z 
enakimi interesi. Člani društva so strokovni delavci z izkušnjami v socialnem varstvu 
in kulturi.
Glavni cilj društva je zagotoviti boljše življenjske pogoje za socialno ranljive skupine.
Prioritete društva so uresničevanje človekovih in otrokovih pravic v socialnem 
varstvu in razvoj socialnega podjetništva. Društvo je član mreže slovenskih 
prostovoljnih organizacij.

Glavna področja:
• SOCIALNO KULTURNO DELO – gledališka skupina CARNIUM LEGENDARIUM. 

Člani in igralci skupine so mladi z manj priložnostmi, brezposelni in osebe s 
duševnimi ali fizičnimi ovirami

• RESETLEMENT – stanovanjska skupina socialno izključenih
• USPOSABLJANJA – za strokovne delavce v izobraževanju, socialnem varstvu, 

kulturi in socialnem podjetništvu
• SOCIALNO PODJETNIŠTVO – zaposlovanje mladih in zelena ekonomija

Gledališko delo vključuje obravnavo osebe kot celote, tako fizično in duševno, 
duhovno in socialno komponento. Rdeča črta metode je ustvarjalnost v najglobljem 
pomenu besede. Poudarek je na konceptu tukaj in zdaj. Namen vaj priti v telo, se 
utelesiti in izhajati na podlagi tega, kar imamo v tem trenutku. Velika pozornost je 
namenjena skupinski dinamiki in splošno dobro počutje in skrb za vse vpletene. 
Temeljno vprašanje je: “Kako se počutite?” Poudarek je na procesu in ne rezultat. 
Edini pravi vodja skupine je niz nezavednih energij, ki ustvarja ustvarjalni proces. 
V priročniku so opisane naslednje metode: Ustvarjalno gibanje, EmoAct, Mosaic 
in Forumsko gledališče za notranjo uporabo. Prva dva sta namenjena za gibanje 
in zavedanje lastnih čustev, Mosaic za kreativno pisanje skript / igre, pri katerem 
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sodelujejo vsi prisotni. Zadnja metoda je namenjena  konstruktivnemu reševanju 
katerih koli sporov ali problemov v skupini, ali tistih problemov, ki jih posamezniki 
prinesejo s seboj.

Ciljne skupine: Brezdomci, ranljivi mladi, duševno in telesno ovirani, druge stigmatizirane 
skupine, lokalne skupnosti, strokovni in laični delavci
Ključne besede: opolnomočenje, samo izražanje, odrska umetnost, gibanje, utelešenje, 
celostni pristop
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Ustvarjalni gib 
Ključne Besede Gibanje, ples, ustvarjalnost, raziskovane, samozavedanje, 

timsko delo
Zakaj Uprizarjanje zgodb skozi ples in gibanje (solo, v paru ali 

skupini); ozavestiti občutke in čustva; učiti se neverbalne 
komunikacije v skupini; pretvoriti mentalne procese v 
fizično akcijo; opolnomočenje skozi izražanje in skupinsko 
delo.

Kaj in kako Pri metodi ustvarjalni gib govorimo o izražanju misli in 
občutkov skozi telo in gibanje. Gibe si sami izmišljamo, 
jih ustvarjamo,  povezujemo in tako oblikujemo »plesno 
gibanje«. Ustvarjanje z gibom poteka skozi igro. Udeleženec 
pri tej metodi komunicira, ustvarja se sprošča in uči skozi 
različne didaktične gibalne, plesne in socialne igre, različne 
oblike sproščanja in spoznava vsa področja skozi gibanje. 
Osnovno načelo je povezanost med gibanjem in notranjim 
doživljanjem in čustvovanjem.
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Ciljna skupina Za vsakogar, ki se lahko samostojno izrazi skozi gib
Cilj Izraziti misli in občutke skozi telo, gib in izrazni ples in jih 

povezati v koreografijo
Prostor in 
rekviziti

Primerno velik, prazen prostor s mehkimi tlemi; glasba in 
trakovi (izbirno)

Število 
udeležencev

Skupina od 4 do 16

Čas 60 min
Strokovni pristop Občutek za gibanje, delo s telesom, telesno izražanje, 

individualno in skupinsko. Občutek za opazovanje notranjih 
procesov vseh udeleženih za končni performans. 

Vaja 1
Na začetku vaje se udeleženci postavijo v krog in zaprejo oči. Skozi vodeno meditacijo 
se najprej postavimo v prostor in čas (tukaj in sedaj). Nato se osredotočimo na 
telo. Trener z besedami opiše dele telesa od stopal do glave in pri tem izpostavi 
povezanost s tlemi. Večkrat vpraša, če se v katerem delu telesa pojavlja napetost 
ali nelagodje. V kolikor se pojavita je le to potrebno odstraniti oz. telo umiriti. To 
storimo tako, da se preprosto osredotočimo na napeti del telesa in ga ta z mislimi 
ali gibom sprostimo.

Vaja  2
Po uvodni vaji sledi predstavitev z gibom. Vsak izmed udeležencev se predstavi oz. 
podpiše z gibom. Pri tem uporabi katerikoli del telesa. Gib je lahko enostaven, npr. 
premik roke, noge, poskok…, lahko pa jih med sabo poveže. Vajo lahko nekajkrat 
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ponovimo.

Vaja  3
Pri naslednji vaji se udeleženci usedejo na tla. Vsak si izbere npr. podobo živali in 
jo skuša ponazoriti z gibanjem. Pri tej vaji je pomembno raziskovanje. Na katere 
načine je možno gibanje? Tu je pomembno ozaveščanje posameznih delov telesa. 
Naj bo iztegnjena roka zares iztegnjena. Naj se noga dotakne tal. Kako visoko 
jo lahko dvignemo? Gibanje lahko povezujemo s preprostimi elementi kot so 
preval naprej, preval nazaj, sveča itd. Potek prilagajamo motoričnim sposobnostim 
udeležencev. Ob tem je pomembno, da trener večkrat udeležence povpraša po 
počutju. Zaželeno je, da udeleženci svoja čustva zlijejo iz sebe skozi gib. Tako jeza 
kot veselje naj se izrazita in zapustita telo.

Vaja 4
Sledi osrednji del vaje. Vsak vzame namišljeno žogo ter z njo raziskuje prostor. Gor, 
dol, naprej, nazaj, levo, vstran, po tleh, jo vrže v stran. Gibanje žoge povezuje s 
svojim gibanjem in s svojimi občutki. Vajo lahko nadaljujemo v parih ali v skupini. 
Pomembno je, da udeleženci stopijo ven iz okvirjev, kako si žogo oz. žoganje 
predstavljajo in si dovolijo, da je vse možno in mogoče toliko, kot jim dopuščata 
domišljija, čustva in telo. Naj se udeleženci z namišljeno žogo preprosto igrajo. 
Ob tem je pomembna sinergija, ki nastaja v prostoru. Vajo lahko zaključimo na 
način, da gibalci/plesalci prihajajo v prostor v intervalih en za drugim, v duetu ali 
podskupinah in tako tvorijo spontano koreografijo. 
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Vaja 5
Zaključek. Za konec ure si vzamemo čas za sprostitev in relaksacijo. Vajo lahko 
izvedemo v parih, kjer je čas za negovanje. Obojestranska kratka masaža npr. je 
za kaj takega zelo primerna. Masaža naj poteka po celem telesu (z izjemo intimnih 
predelov) počasi, z občutkom čutenja mišic z obeh strani. 

VARIJACIJE: Pri napredni skupini, v kateri je že vzpostavljeno zaupanje in so 
osvojene osnovne veščine ustvarjalnega giba lahko za udeležence izpeljemo vajo 
»Tekoči ples«. V tem primeru se udeležencem s trakom prekrijejo oči. 

Moderator/trener ima vlogo DJ-a. Z glasbo odpelje prisotne na potovanje. 
Udeleženci na se na podlagi glasbe prosto izražajo. Predlagamo da je glasbena 
podlaga izbrana tako da se počasi stopnjuje in harmonizira ter v drugem delu 
počasi umirja. 

Vaja zahteva vsaj dva pomočnika, ki naj udeležence varujeta pred morebitnimi trki. 
Ker se vaja izvaja v temi je primerna samo za skupino v kateri je visoka stopnja 
zaupanja in samozaupanja. V zadnjem delu vaje si lahko udeleženci snamejo 
trakove in prosto nadaljujejo. Izkušena skupina lahko vajo nadaljuje v tišini, brez 
glasbene podlage.

TVEGANJA: Vaja poteka v celoti neverbalno, kar je lahko za marsikoga nenavadno 
ali celo moteče. Če se to zgodi, naj dajo udeleženci poudarek na svoje telo in 
občutke v njih. Naj jih izrazijo skozi gibanje.

Vaja “Tekoči ples” se izvaja z prevezanimi očmi in izvajalcu lahko povzroči 
nelagodje ali  nezaupanje do sebe in okolice. Pomoč asistentov je zato še posebej 
pomembna na začetku vadbe. V nadaljevanju naj asistenti varujejo udeležence 
pred morebitnimi trki.
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Vaja zahteva močno domišljijo in empatijo, kar je lahko za marsikoga na začetku 
moteče. Vendar pa z vztrajnostjo vsi napredujejo.
Med vajo, še posebej v zadnji vaji pride do dotika, kar je lahko za marsikoga 
moteče. Na to opozorite na začetku vaje in poiščite skupno rešitev.

OPOMBE: Vaja v celoti poteka neverbalno. Udeleženci naj bodo napravljeni v 
oblačila, ki omogočajo gibanje. 
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Forumsko Gledališce Za Interno Uporabo
Ključne Besede Iskanje rešitev, skupinsko opolnomočenje
Zakaj Odstranjevanje blokad v dinamiki; soočenje s stereotipi, 

predsodki in konfliktnimi situacijami; opolnomočenje 
udeležencev

Kaj in kako Metoda je izpeljanka forumskega gledališča (po Augustu 
Boalu), vendar pa sta uvod in priprava nekoliko drugačna.

Ciljna skupina Vse skupine
Cilj Reševanje osebnih konfliktov in konfliktov znotraj skupine
Prostor in 
rekviziti

Primeren prostor glede na število udeležencev; pisalo, 
papir B2 format

Število 
udeležencev

8-20

Čas 2h
Strokovni pristop Moderator mora imeti občutek za skupinsko dinamiko. 

Bistvenega pomena je usmerjanje skupine k pravilni 
definiciji problema in opredelitev vlog.
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Vaja 1 
Aktivna vodena meditacija. Vsak udeleženec si najde prostor, se usede in se kar 
se da udobno namesti. V nadaljevanju je potrebno vodenje moderatorja. Vaja se 
izvaja v tišini, sliši se samo glas/navodila moderatorja. Udeleženci naj zaprejo oči 
in se popolnoma sprostijo (lahko se npr. nekajkrat globoko vdihne in izdihne). 
Predlog za izvajanje vodene meditacije: »predstavljaj si, da se nahajaš v parku. 
Lep sončen dan je in odločiš se za kratek sprehod. Sčasoma ti postane vroče zato 
poiščeš drevo s veliko krošnjo, kjer se usedeš v senco. Ni ti več vroče, ravno prav 
ti je. Dobro se počutiš, pogledaš okoli sebe in opaziš kos gline. Vzameš glino v 
roke (tu moderator spodbuja udeležence, naj »resnično« vzamejo glino v roke in 
to ponazorijo z rokami) in jo gneteš (kar naj tudi zares počnejo, čeprav imajo v 
rokah samo zrak). Počasi naj iz gline oblikujejo obraz. Naj bodo res osredotočeni 
na posamezne dele obraza – oči, nos, usta, lica, čelo, lasje… Ko je celoten obraz 
oblikovan naj mu naredijo še frizuro in dodajo barve. Nato damo maski ime. 
Nadalje udeležence seznanimo da so se pravkar srečali s prijateljem. Ta prijatelj 
ima socialni problem. Udeleženci naj si sami izberejo problem, ki ga ima »prijatelj«. 
To je lahko problem, ki ga imajo dejansko sami, problem, ki ga ima lahko znanec, 
prijatelj ali pa si ga preprosto izmislijo. Pomembno je, da se »namišljeni prijatelj« 
znajde v resnični stiski, ki jo povzroči nekdo drugi.

Vaja 2
V naslednjem koraku skupina izmenja probleme prijateljev. Izmed vseh, glede na 
število udeležencev izberemo tiste probleme, ki so si najbolj podobni (na najmanj 
4 udeležence naj pride 1 problem, se pravi v skupini 8 imamo 2 problema itd.). 
Na formatu papirja, opišejo vse karakteristike in čim več informacij o prijateljevem 
problemu – kdo, kdaj, zakaj, kje…? Zato je treba odgovoriti na naslednja vprašanja: 
Katere osebe so prisotne v zgodbi in njihove značilnosti? Kdo je zatiralec in kdo je 
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zatiran? Kaj je problem in kdo ga ima? Nadalje tvorijo zgodbo osebe. Med sabo si 
razdelijo vloge in zgodbo večkrat probno zaigrajo.

Vaja 3
Po tem, ko imamo izbran problem, kreirano zgodbo in skupino, ki zgodbo uprizori 
vajo nadaljujemo po principu forumskega gledališča. Forumsko gledališče je tehnika, 
kjer igralci odigrajo kratek prizor, v katerem je jasno prikazana oseba, ki je zatirana 
in oseba, ki zatira. Tehnika sloni na improvizaciji igralcev in gledalcev v enem 
(gled-igralcev). Intervencije potekajo ena za drugo, nikoli istočasno, ko gled-igralci 
odigrajo svoje predloge za soočanje s situacijo in jo fizično pokažejo na odru. Temu 
sledi diskusija s širšo publiko o resničnosti intervencije in realni možnosti predlagane 
situacije, prizor pa se ponavlja večkrat z različnimi intervencijami. V forumskem 
gledališču most in kontakt med gledalci in igralci vzpostavlja moderator – joker, ki 
gledalce spodbuja k aktivni participaciji, diskusiji in premisleku. V tej tehniki se z 
gledališkim orodjem obravnava možnosti za osebne in družbene spremembe – gre 
za refleksijo realnosti in vajo za akcijo v prihodnje v situacijah v življenju.

VARIJACIJE: Ta metoda je namenjena za notranjo uporabo, vendar se zadnja 
vaja lahko izvede tudi v klasični različici (Augusto Boal) pred zunanjim občinstvom.
Scenarij / igra ki nastane kot posledica dela udeležencev se lahko odigra tudi na 
odru.

TVEGANJA: Zelo je pomembno da se pravilno opredeliti problem v Vaji 2. Vloge 
zatiranih in zatiralec morajo biti jasno in natančno opredeljene. Ker je lahko izbrana 
tema težka in psihično zahtevna, je potrebno biti zelo pozoren tako na stanje 
posameznika, kot cele skupine. Predstava za kakovostno izvajanje zahteva zelo 
subtilen pristop.
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OPOMBE: Scenarij za igro naj napišejo udeleženci sami. Moderator jih usmerja k 
pravilni definiciji problema in jim daje podporo, ko jo potrebujejo.
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Mozaik 
Ključne Besede aktivna udeležba, mobilizacija notranjih resursov, 

improvizacija, eksperiment
Zakaj spodbuditi udeležence k sodelovanju; da bi dobili novo 

izkušnjo; odkrivanje potencialov, opolnomočiti
Kaj in kako Metoda govori o krepitvi moči preko aktivne udeležbe 

udeleženih, uporabo njihovih ustvarjalnih potencialov in 
talentov. Košček za koščkom, vajo za vajo in skupina bo 
naredila edinstven mozaik - predstavo.

Ciljna skupina vse skupine
Cilj postavitev predstave
Prostor in 
rekviziti

primeren prostor za vaje, flipchart/papir velikega formata, 
ostali rekviziti po potrebi 

Čas 60 min +
Strokovni pristop občutek za skupinsko dinamiko, potrebno je spodbujanje 

udeležencev in skupno raziskovanje 
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Vaja 1: Ritual
Vsaka skupina bi morala imeti svoj ritual. Mi ga uporabljamo za povezovanje 
skupine in nam daje tudi občutek pripadnosti in varnosti. Ritual lahko uporabite 
tudi kot odpiranje in zapiranje vsake vaje. Primer: Začnemo in končamo srečanje s 
krogom.  V krogu opozoriti na tišino in posvečanje samemu sebi.

Vaja 2: Tema
Izberite temo na kateri boste delali. Tema je osnova za postavitev igre in tudi 
delovno gradivo za udeležence. Pomembno je, da član skupine vzpostavi osebni 
odnos s temo. Naj se vsak vpraša: Kaj imam opraviti s to temo? Ko je tema izbrana 
in sprejeta lahko storite brainstorming in napišete na tablo vse, kar pride ven. Nato 
si vzemite čas za razpravo in razmislek.

Primer: skupina je izbrala temo ljubezni. Potencialni vprašanja: Kaj je ljubezen? 
Kakšen je moj odnos z osebami, ki jih imam rad? Zakaj sem tako sramežljiv? Kako 
lahko delimo ljubezen z drugimi? Naslednji korak je preoblikovanje teme v igro. V 
tem primeru ustvarite ljubezensko zgodbo, npr. originalno izvedbo Romeo & Julia, 
ali naredite svojo različico.

Vaja 3: Mozaik
Ustvarite igro. Zaželeno je, da sodelujejo vsi člani. Lahko napišete scenarij ali pa 
tudi ne. Pomembno pa je, da se določijo »baze« v igri. Kdo, kako, kdaj in kaj 
se bo zgodilo, so temeljna vprašanja v zgodbi. Začetek, konec in ključne točke 
v predstavi, so baze. Če želite da člani aktivno sodelujejo in ne samo čakajo na 
navodila, pustite prostor med bazami. Potem so na vrsti oni. Naj zapolnijo prazen 
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prostor, z improvizirano igo in besedilom. Kako lahko odigrajo? Z aktom, gibanjem, 
telesom, besedilom ali na kateri drug način? Morda boste morali udeležence stalno 
spodbujati. Dajte jim primer - mogoče so kaj podobnega že kdaj prej doživeli. 
Raziskovanje in eksperimentiranje sta glavni orodji tukaj. V vsakem primeru, bi vsi 
morali dati vse od sebe. Lahko upoštevate rezultat improvizacije in besedila, nič pa 
ni narobe, če se na naslednji vaji akt ali besedilo spremenita. Akt / besedilo je le 
pot iz ene baze v drugo. Zgodba se gradi in nastaja sproti in spontano. Po vsakem 
koraku / poglavju v zgodbi naredite test, in če je potrebno, spremenite potek. 
Zaželeno je, da vsi člani aktivno sodelujejo s konkretnimi predlogi v smislu kaj in 
kako lahko to storimo.

Primer: Najprej smo izbrali temo - Ljubezen. Odločili smo se, da se ustvarili igro 
Romeo & Julija in bomo naredili svojo verzijo (ne Shakespearovo). Skupaj smo 
postavili temelje: 1. Romeo & Julija, 2. Prepir, 3. Romeo je na preizkušnji - pojavi 
se potencialni ljubimec v zgodbi, 4. Ljubimec želi izločiti Romea iz igre, 5. Romeo 
prizna svojo napako in ščiti Julijo, 6. Romeo & Julija si obljubita ljubezen med seboj 
do konca svojega časa. Ko so baze nastavljene, ustvarimo poti iz ene baze v drugo 
z improvizirano igro in besedilom.

Opomba: Mozaik lahko naredimo korak za korakom. Po navadi potrebujemo 7-10 
vaj za celo zgodbo.

Nasvet: Bolj zabavno je delati komedijo.

Vaja 4: Vloge
Naloge se razdelijo spontano. Najbolje je, če se igralec / igralka z vlogo popolnoma 
identificira. Izkoristite individualni potencial in njegove / njene talente. Upoštevajte, 
da je potencial posameznika potencial skupine. Vsakdo bi moral biti zadovoljen z 
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vlogo v igri. Ne zapirajte drugih predlogov in po potrebi naj se vloge zamenjajo.
Primer: če imate v skupini osebo, ki igra instrument,  poskusite to vključiti v igro. 
Ali pa če ima  oseba zelo dobre atletske predispozicije - naj jih uporabi.

VARIJACIJE: /

TVEGANJA: Zelo je pomembno, da vsi člani aktivno sodelujejo. Za uporabnike, ki 
so pasivni, je to lahko izziv. Mozaik bo verjetno zahteval več vaje, zato je zaželeno, 
da so udeleženci vedno prisotni.

OPOMBE: Metoda zahteva nenehno prilagajanje, fleksibilnost in iskanje novih 
rešitev
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ActEmo
Ključne Besede čustva, polaritete, igra
Zakaj prepoznati čustva, naučiti se, kako izraziti čustva, 

prepoznati odziv telesa na čustveno stanje, učiti se, kako 
deliti občutke z drugimi, reaktivacija notranjih moči

Kaj in kako metoda vključuje uporabo vodene meditacije in 
ustvarjanje položajev/kipov. Sprožijo se intenzivni duševni 
procesi, ki jih oseba izraža skozi telo.

Ciljna skupina vse skupine
Cilj povezati mentalne in čustvene procese in jih odigrati
Prostor in 
rekviziti

primeren udoben prazen prostor

Čas 60 min
Strokovni pristop občutek za vodeno meditacijo; uporaba domišljije in 

zmožnost spontanega ustvarjanja zgodbe
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Vaja 1
Na začetku vaje naj si udeleženci poiščejo dovolj prostora, da se počutijo udobno 
in zaprejo oči. Skozi vodeno meditacijo jih postavite v prostor in čas (koncept prav 
tukaj, prav zdaj). Pozabijo naj  vse, kar se je zgodilo na ta dan in dajo poudarek 
na prisotnost telesu v sedanjem prostoru. V začetku aktivne vodene meditacije jim 
postavimo vprašanje: “Kako se počutite? Lahko odigrate svoj občutek? Postavite 
svoje telo v kip, ki predstavlja vaše trenutno razpoloženje.” Poskusite nevtralizirati 
čustva skozi sproščanje tistega dela telesa, kjer je napetost. Potem naj sledijo 
vašemu glasu. Peljite jih v zgodbo / na potovanje.

Vaja 2
Zgodba naj vsebuje naslednje elemente: začetek, izziv, boj, zmago in umirjenost. 
Zgodba mora vsebovati naslednje postaje čustvenih stanj: žalost-veselje, sovraštvo-
ljubezen, sprejemanje, zavrnitev, strah-pogum, ranljivost-boj, obup-zmaga ali 
katerokoli drugo čustveno polarnost. Na vsaki postaji mora udeleženec postaviti 
svoje telo v kip / držo. Na vsakem položaju lahko ponovite osnovno kontrolno 
vprašanje: “Kako se počutite?”

Fokusne toče za vodeno meditacijo:

• vrt s fontano (začetek in konec)
• lestev za spust/vstop v podzemni svet (podzavestno)
• predor (povezava mentalnih procesov)
• sobe (soočenje različnih emocionalnih stanj)

Primer: stojiš na vrtu polnem ptic, dreves in različnih rastlin.  Sredi vrta je vodnjak.  
Približaš se mu, saj te zanima, kaj je v njem. Vidiš lestev in to povzroči nemir v tebi 
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– POSTAVI SVOJE TELO V KIP STRESA. Kako se počutiš? Vprašaš se, kam pelje ta 
lestev. Odločiš se splezati po lestvi navzdol in vstopiš v predor. Hodiš skozi in kmalu 
boš videl luč na koncu tunela. Zdaj se nahajaš v veliki dvorani. Tam so vrata in 
odločil si se vstopiti v sobo. To je zelo vesela soba, počutiš se zelo svobodnega in 
živega. Občutiš veselje -POSTAVI SVOJE TELO V KIP VESELJA. Kako se počutiš? Ti 
je všeč? Nenadoma vidiš otroka v kotu sobe. Izgubil se je in je žalosten zaradi tega. 
Občutiš vso žalost tega sveta v tem majhnem otroku in postaneš zelo sočuten - 
POSTAVI SVOJE TELO V KIP ŽALOSTI. Kako se počutiš?

Nasvet: Lahko nadaljujemo zgodbo na ta način da vključujemo različna čustvena 
stanja. Na koncu se oseba nahaja v vrtu in naredi kip miru in umirjenosti

VARIJACIJE: Vajo je možno delati tudi v skupini (kot celota). V tem primeru ne 
zapirajte oči.

TVEGANJA: Lahko se pojavi občutek nezmožnosti izražanja čustev še posebej na 
začetku. Če se to zgodi, je pomembno, da ne obupate. Včasih traja dlje, vendar se 
zagotovo zgodi napredek.

OPOMBE: Vajo je optimalno izvesti z zaprtimi očmi. Vprašajte udeležence 
na začetku če je to za koga neudobno in po potrebi pravilo spremenite. Vedno 
zaključite vajo s pozitivnim čustvenim stanjem. 
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Rotterdam University 
of Applied Sciences
Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences (in Dutch: Hogeschool Rotterdam) is a 
large urban university in the Netherlands, with 35,000 students and more than 
3,000 employees, offering bachelor, master and associate degree programmes in 
eleven institutes. 

One of those institutes is the School of Social Work which offers full time and part 
time courses. Within this school you can find the Cultural Social Work programme 
which is meant to provide students with the foundations of the cultural and social 
work profession, which guides and supports people in giving shape to their lives 
in the context of culture and our increasingly complex society. And to prepare 
students for job roles in which they design and organise programmes and projects 
which invite people to participate in cultural and social exchange. 

In order to promote people’s personal and social development and give them a voice, 
influence and place in their communities and society as a whole, students learn 
to actively initiate strategic (multidisciplinary) coalitions and partnerships and plan 
for the long-term sustainability of their initiatives. Through informal educational, 
(multi)cultural or artistic activities, which combine enjoyment, challenge and 
learning, graduates are able to realise potential and improve life opportunities for 
individuals, groups and communities and promote social cohesion. 

The knowledge and skills acquired are transferable across different sectors such 
as education, the arts, profit as well as non-profit. Graduates find work either in 
permanent employment or in short-term projects that cover a wide range of social 
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needs and promote cultural and social change. Especially in the minor programme 
Art in Social Action the arts are applied as a means to develop human capital, 
specifically using the theatre. Especially in this minor programme students explore 
and research a topic of their interest (by way of “artistic research”) in order to 
bring about positive social change.  

By implementing their projects in specific localities they experience in a hands on 
way how socially engaged art can be a response to social issues in an attractive 
and alternative way. 
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Teatr
Grodzki
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Teatr Grodzki
The Bielsko Artistic Association Grodzki Theatre was founded in 1999 in the town 
of Bielsko-Biala, Silesia Region in Poland. It brings together artists, pedagogues, 
culture promoters and entrepreneurs engaged in local, regional, national and 
international projects for children, teenagers, adults and the elderly from the 
socially excluded groups. The Association runs a wide support program for the 
assistance and motivation of the disadvantaged, based on creative and artistic 
approaches. 

Grodzki Theatre has a long-standing experience in implementing projects within 
the European Union programs. It has been cooperating with organizations from all 
over Europe, and also from Asia and Israel. Its activities are funded by the National 
Disabled Persons Rehabilitation Fund, Polish Ministry of Culture and National 
Heritage and Bielsko-Biała authorities on a regular basis.

Our Association has produced a number of books, films, and multimedia materials 
of an instructional nature, it also organizes trainings, conferences and seminars 
related to the arts, education and social economics. It runs the Occupational 
Therapy Workshop “You’re needed!” for 30 disabled people, as well as two 
Vocational Rehabilitation Units (sheltered enterprise), where over 60 disabled 
workers are employed. 

Target groups: The group of direct beneficiaries of our programs include physically, 
mentally and sensory disabled persons, families at risk, young offenders, victims of alcohol 
and drug addictions, unemployed, seniors and all those alienated from the mainstream of 
social and cultural life.
Key words: puppet theatre; visual narration; sign language; disabilities; social inclusion
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Development of an Integration Theatre Group
The following presentation (methodology) shows the process of working with the 
group of adult amateur actors. It includes a detailed description of activities which 
stimulate group cohesion and its effective development. The main aim of all four 
methods is to engage the participants in a free creative activity enabling them to 
share knowledge, experience and individual talents, to learn from each other and 
cooperate effectively.

This methodology was tested during the workshop process involving   a group of 14 
people aged from 32 to 76. There are people with learning difficulties, mental and 
physical disability, as well as the deaf, and also healthy participants in the group. 
They have been working together for five years creating six performances and 
presenting them in Poland, UK, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Germany and Holland. 
As part of the MEDART project activities, the group has taken a new important 
challenge. The participants tried their hands at leading workshops with children 
themselves. It was a great and rewarding experience for the whole group.
Moreover, a new puppet play was created and presented to MEDART partners 
during the ERROR Festival in Bratislava (November 2016). 

The methods presented below have been chosen from among the great number of 
techniques and approaches for their efficiency and replicable character.
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Group games and exercises
Why? • To warm-up the group for theatrical activities; 

• To accustom participants to working together and 
opening up to new challenges (self-esteem and 
self-confidence, as well as communication and 
cooperation, decision making, problem solving and 
creativity).

For whom? For all kinds of groups (adults, youth, children). Certain 
level of mobility required.

What and how? A playful way of integrating the group and stimulating 
participants to be active.

Space Any kind of space, both indoors and outdoors, appropriate 
for the free movement of the group 

Number of 
participants

6-18  

Professional 
skills necessary 
to implement the 
method

none
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Exercise 1 : You are a sheet of paper
The exercise is intended to get participants moving, and motivate them to take 
an active part in the workshop. It can also help participants to concentrate on a 
specific task and overcome shyness and fear of using their bodies.

All participants stand in front of the trainer, each with some space around them. 
The trainer is holding a piece of paper - in an upright position, and performs 
different movements, like bending a corner, turning it in the air, folding it in half, 
shaking it, holding it in an horizontal position, etc. The task of the participants is 
to find a body movement which corresponds to the movement of the paper. The 
exercise involves not only the body but also the imagination of the participants - 
each one reacts differently, which stimulates reflection.

Notes: The exercise is an interesting and intriguing experience, and allows 
participants to discover the diversity of ideas and behaviours in a group. Participants 
are often not aware of how much effort they are really making They concentrate 
on the task at hand, and forget about the fear they felt earlier. The exercise works 
well when the group’s energy levels are low, and what is needed is a refreshing 
“shakeup” for the participants. As well as sheets of paper, other objects can also 
be used - for example, cardboard boxes or scarves - these changes encourage 
creativity and the discovery of new ways to move within the group. 

Duration: This activity takes just a few minutes. 

Exercise 2: I am the only person in the group, who...
This exercise works very well at the beginning of the group process and helps 
to integrate participants. Thanks to the game they learn about each other and 
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everyone has a chance to show their own unique skills or experience. 
All the people stand in a circle. Everyone is allowed to step inside the circle and 
finish the sentence, by expressing an experience, skills or life situations, which 
distinguish them from the rest of the group. For instance: “I am the only person 
in the group, who can walk on stilts.” The sentences the participants say should 
be true. If any of the others in the group can also walk on stilts, or has done it 
in the past, they then join their colleague. It often proves that the feature, which 
according to someone seems to be special and unique, appears to be shared by 
other participants. The rules of the exercise do not impose any specific number of 
presentations, the game keeps going, until it ends in a natural way. The participants 
are presented with an opportunity for getting to know each other better, a lot of 
new, interesting information emerges, which is interesting for the whole group, 
everyone may share with other people  information related to their passion and 
prove their own uniqueness. 

Notes: A continuation of the exercise intended to help the group decide on a 
direction for further activities might be to present the following question: “I am 
the only person in this group, who would like to talk about ...” .. or “I am the only 
person in this group who is interested in ...”. The responses to such statements can 
help to crystallise the needs and interests of each particular member of the group. 
A huge advantage of the exercise as the integrative technique, is its dynamic, 
revitalising character, as well as the literalness and accessibility of the ad-hoc 
images created with it.

Duration: The exercise – depending on the number of participants and their 
willingness to act - can last from 15 minutes to half an hour.
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Exercise 3: Bamboo
The essence of the exercise is readiness to cooperate to achieve the task, the 
ability to communicate with others and explain their views and ideas. The exercise 
teaches us to collectively find a solution which leads to the completion of a goal.
Participants line up opposite each other, in two lines. They stretch their arms 
forward so that the index fingers of all people are arranged alternating at equal 
intervals in a straight line, at chest height. The trainer places a bamboo pole on the 
group’s outstretched fingers. The group’s task is to put the stick on the floor - all 
the time touching the fingers of all participants. The exercise seems very simple, 
but it actually requires a great deal of concentration and team effort. (The pole 
more often ends up being raised rather than lowered).

Notes: The course of this exercise is usually surprising to the participants, which 
increases their level of commitment. At the same time, however, it can lead to 
conflict. In the game there are often leaders who try to impose their ideas on others, 
or blame them for a lack of prompt and effective action. It is therefore essential 
that the trainer shows the group the importance of patience, understanding and 
consistency when trying to achieve a goal. Larger numbers of participants should 
be divided into two groups performing the exercise at the same time - then they 
have the added factor of competition, further stimulating activity.

Duration: This exercise normally lasts around 15 minutes.

Exercise 4: The Belt
In this exercise the most important thing is concentration and synchronisation of 
each participant’s activity with the rhythm of the whole group. It is a good way of 
practicing discipline.
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Participants in the game line up in a row at an imaginary conveyor belt. The 
instructor presents and repeats several times the sequence of rhythmic and 
automatic actions accompanied with counting, such as standing with both arms 
leaning on the belt (starting point), and then the left hand puts a nail on the belt 
(one) and the right reaches for the hammer (two). After that, the nail is fixed with 
one stroke (three), the hammer is laid aside (four), an alleged object is shoved 
towards a neighbour (five), left hand goes back to the belt (six) and the right hand 
also goes back to the belt (seven). On the cue from the instructor the first person 
in the row enters into the action. Other participants join in succession, according 
to the rhythm of the “moving” belt.

Notes: This exercise is very helpful in developing basic skills for use in everyday 
functioning. Most importantly is fitting in with the given tasks, which requires much 
concentration and dexterity. The group’s loud, rhythmic counting helps to maintain 
the tempo. If the suggested version of the task turns out to be too difficult at the 
beginning, it can be reduced to four or five simpler movements. The participants 
themselves may also have some good ideas for various forms of production-line 
work.

Duration: The exercise may take several minutes to half an hour.

Exercise 5: Hold it!
Participation in the exercise demands ingenuity and quick decision making.
Every participant of the game gets some object, such as a shoe, a ruler or a 
slip of paper. The group stands in a row or in a circle, and the leader signalizes 
subsequent probations. At the repeated command “Hold it!” everybody finds their 
own way to grasp the object; usually there are many ingenious and amusing 
solutions. This exercise may also involve various forms of competition, like when 
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all the participants hold their objects in the same manner and their task is to cover 
the delimited area in a specified way (leaps, walking backwards or on tiptoe).

Notes: The exercise is usually treated as good fun by the participants who, taking 
it less seriously, find it easier to react spontaneously. In reality, they have to show 
initiative and flexibility, conquer shyness and fear of ridicule. For those who find the 
game too difficult or stressful, the trainer can suggest working in pairs.

Duration: The exercise may take from several minutes to half an hour.

Exercise 6: Degrees of Difficulty
This exercise teaches concentration and discipline and helps to overcome 
discouragement and deal with difficult situations.
Participants stand in a row. On the other side of the room, facing the participants 
is a row of chairs - one each. The trainer describes the tasks to be performed - 
everyone is to do the tasks at their own pace, ignoring the others. 

Stage 1. We walk up to our chairs, avoiding an imaginary obstacle half-way (for 
example, walking around a puddle). We sit on a chair, in our minds count to five, 
get up, go back to the start, remembering the obstacle in the middle of the road.

Stage 2. Repeat all previous steps, this time having some object on our heads, 
like a newspaper or a piece of paper - we try to keep our balance, if an item drops 
- we pick it back up and we walk on. 

Stage 3. Repeating the previous two tasks, we add another: Each participant, 
making their way to their chair and back, with an object on their head and twice 
avoid the obstacle, clearly announces what they’ve done that day, from waking up, 
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to this very moment.
The exercise can have a more complex structure, if the operator or the participants 
themselves propose additional challenges. 

Notes: In a practical way, this exercise allows the participants to experience the 
acquisition of new skills, and the persistent pursuit of an objective. This direct 
experience of effort and repetition of increasingly difficult steps gives them some 
idea (on a tiny scale) about the challenges posed by working on a performance or 
continuing their education. At the same time it helps to conquer the fear of failure, 
and also gives a sense of success (participants are always able to successfully 
complete at least one small part of the task).

Duration: The exercise - in the described structure of the three degrees of 
difficulty - takes up to half an hour. 
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Selfie with objects 
Why? • To team-build and create an environment for effective 

cooperation;
• To create space for self-expression and for getting to 

know each other;
• To help participants with discovering their own values 

and personal capacities (self-knowledge, self-appraisal, 
self-esteem and self-confidence).

For whom? For anyone who is ready for self-presentation in a creative 
and unconventional way. 

What and how? An adventure with objects and materials involving both 
individual and group work.

Space Any kind of space, both indoors and outdoors, taking into 
account the size of the group. Each participant needs a 
place marked off for their own activities. 

Number of 
participants

6-12 (optimal)

Time 2.5-4 hours 
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Professional 
skills necessary 
to implement the 
method

General understanding of the rules of visual narration and 
ability to lead the discussion.

Description of the 
activity

The participants are invited to find their own place in the 
space available and look for objects and materials which can 
be helpful in creating an image - a “selfie” of themselves. 
They work individually, having about 20-30 minutes to 
complete the task. The main aim of “mapping ourselves” 
is to find a visual expression for the most important and 
characteristic features of each person – their personality, 
interests, situation in life. When all “selfies” are ready, the 
participants, one after the other, are visited by the rest of 
the group. First the visitors give their feedback on what 
they see and how they understand the meaning of the 
whole picture and it’s individual elements. Next, the host/
creator of the image justifies the logic of the structure and 
explains their ideas and reasons behind choosing specific 
visual elements. The leader points out the importance of 
shape, colour, size and positioning of every element chosen 
to the meaning of the image. The participants, together 
with the creator of the picture can apply some changes to 
the original version and later discuss the influence of these 
new solutions on the message conveyed by the image.

Notes: It’s a good idea that the leader prepares a collection of objects in advance 
to stimulate participants’ creativity. Different kinds of stones and cones, as well as 
kitchen utensils, pieces of fabric, ribbon and buttons work very well. 
In bigger groups it will be difficult to discuss all the “selfies”, as sometimes it takes 
a long time, if the participants are eager to ask questions and to propose changes.
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Introduction to puppetry art 
Why? • To teach participants how to make simple puppets 

using ordinary materials;
• To introduce participants to basic animation skills;
• To develop team work skills (communication and 

cooperation, decision making, problem solving and 
creativity).

For whom? The use of puppets is very good when working with people 
who are shy and reserved and not very eager to act 
themselves. In this kind of action there is always a chance 
to hide oneself behind a puppet.

What and how? A short course in puppetry art meant for discovering and 
exploring an alternative to acting in theatre.

Space Any kind of space, both indoors and outdoors, big enough 
to allow free movement of the group.

Number of 
participants

6-18 

Time 2.5 – 3 hours 
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Professional 
skills necessary 
to implement the 
method

General knowledge about theatre work.

Description of the 
activity

The participants are divided in sub-groups of six (optimal) 
or four-five persons. Every group is given a few packages 
of plastic sheeting (polythene) which can be easily found in 
shops with building materials (usual size: 5mx4m). Some 
string and scissors will be also needed. 

The first task for each group is to agree on the figure to 
be created jointly in such a way that every person gets 
one part of its body to animate. For instance, in case of 
the puppet representing a human being, 6 people can be 
involved in it’s animation - one responsible for moving the 
head, one for the trunk, two for the arms and two for the 
legs. The example of such a plastic puppet animated by 6 
people as part of the show “Magic Mountain or a few facts 
from M`s life” can be viewed at: http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=l2vc53-wJbo (6,55 minutes).
Different animals or fantasy creatures can also be created.

Next, the members of each group build their puppet 
together and learn how to animate it. This task requires 
close cooperation and teamwork.
The last stage of the exercise involves working on a short 
scene showing the puppet in a specific action. Each group 
prepares a mini show, a simple story of their hero.

At the end all groups present their stories one by one and 
the audience share their impressions and suggestions how 
the scene could be further developed and improved. 
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Notes: Plastic sheeting comes in a wide range of thicknesses. All of them suit the 
exercise. 
Instead of plastic sheeting, other materials can also be used. Brown wrapping 
paper, cardboard or different kinds of fabric work very well. An example of making 
and animating paper puppets can be found in the form of a learning path placed 
at the ARTES good practice platform: 

• http://artescommunity.eu/paper-puppets-in-action/

Also the film of material and a training App showing how to make a puppet have 
been made available as a part of the COUNT ME IN TOO project: 

• http://www.cmi2.eu/pl/app_generator/app/82/ or 
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJ5-Tsf65CA&feature=youtu.be
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Workshop participants become workshop leaders

Why? • To familiarize the group with the roles of leaders and 
“educators”;

• To let participants use and practice skills and knowledge 
previously acquired in a new context;

• To prepare participants for their own, independent 
activities in everyday life (self-appraisal, self-esteem 
and self-confidence, communication and cooperation, 
decision making, problem solving and creativity).

For whom? For groups who have been working together for some time 
and have  some confidence in group work.

What and how? An experience of practicing new roles in life.
Space Any kind of space, both indoors and outdoors, taking into 

account the size of the group invited to participate in the 
workshop. 

Number of 
participants

6-12 (optimal)

Time Preparatory stage: 6-8 hours (at least); 
Implementation stage: 1.5-2 hours.
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Professional skills 
necessary

General understanding of group dynamics and some 
experience of leading workshop activities.

Description of the 
activity

The activity consists of two stages. The first one is 
meant for structuring the workshop to be later led by the 
participants themselves and for practicing new roles. The 
second stage is the workshop itself.

Preparatory stage First, the participants discuss the structure of the workshop 
referring to their own experience – to the process they 
went through themselves. It is a good idea to divide 
bigger groups into sub-groups (5-6 people in each team 
is optimal). They should choose one warm-up activity (for 
instance “You are a sheet of paper”) and one task-oriented 
action (for instance “Introduction to puppetry art”). Next, 
the division of specific tasks among the team members is 
necessary to decide who will do what. Different solutions 
can be applied, depending on individual capabilities of 
participants. For example, there might be just one person 
responsible for leading the whole session and the rest of 
the group would simply accompany him/her by showing 
how to perform the tasks. Or, different people can lead 
different parts of the workshop independently or in pairs. 
The last, very important phase of the preparatory stage is 
to practice the course of the future session a few times. 
Similarly, as it happens in the theatrical process, also in 
this case the rehearsing is crucial for obtaining confidence 
and freedom of action. Everybody has to understand what 
they are supposed to do and feel comfortable with their 
role.
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Implementation 
stage

After the rehearsing stage, the group should be ready to 
run the workshop with the chosen audience. It can be 
organized for different groups. In our case, these were 
children from two local day-care centers and from a primary 
school. Three sessions were conducted and each of them 
consisted of two elements – paper puppet making and 
learning the rudiments of sign language. The recording 
of one session can be viewed (available only in Polish) 
at: http://www.teatrgrodzki.pl/book/teatralne-spotkania-
pokolen/ (3.16 minutes)

It is important to discuss in detail all the organizational 
issues and the specific character of the session with the 
host institution in advance. Perhaps, it will be needed to 
prepare workshop participants for working face-to-face by 
meeting with the beneficiaries.

It is equally important to sum-up the session with our 
group after it’s completion and to analyze thoroughly the 
whole experience.

Notes: Usually, the support of the group leader is necessary during the workshop 
led by participants, since learning these new roles is a long process. In particular, 
talking to the group and explaining the tasks is very difficult for many people. 
Also, various unexpected things always happen during the workshop process and 
dealing with participants` reactions, needs, expectations, limitations and resistance 
requires decision making and problem solving skills. This is why the assistance of 
someone experienced is so important.
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Zakljucki
Če povzamemo predstavitev podane metodologije MEDART, bi bilo koristno, da 
se vrnemo k predpostavkam, ki so jih določili projektni partnerji na začetku. 
Najpomembnejši cilji so bili na kratko izraženi v naslovu projekta - Metode 
izobraževanja za prikrajšane odrasle, zakoreninjene v gledališču. Po dveh letih 
dejavnosti osmih partnerskih državah je moč vsako od teh besed prevesti skozi 
metodološke ugotovitve, ki so ključnega pomena za vsebino tega priročnika. 
V nadaljevanju so interpretacije razumevanja izobraževanja, kdo so prikrajšani 
odrasli, razlaga ustvarjalne uporabe gledališke umetnosti in opis mednarodnega 
sodelovanja s podanimi izjavami projektnih partnerjev.

Izobraževanje
Obstaja veliko različnih interpretacij izobraževanj, ki pa se ga vendarle najpogosteje 
izenačuje s formalnim šolanjem. Vendar pa je to le eden od načinov procesa 
»poučevanje-učenje« in so ostali prav tako pomembni. V okviru projekta MedArt, se 
zdi primerna opredelitev po Mark K. Smith (raziskovalec in promotor neformalnega 
izobraževanja s sedežem v Londonu) kot zelo primerna: “Izobraževanje lahko 
opredelimo kot modro, upanja polno in spoštljivo gojenje učenja, ki se izvaja v 
prepričanju, da bi vsak imel  priložnost učiti se v življenju.” (http://infed.org/mobi/
what-is-education-a-definition-and-discussion/)

Dve komponenti zgornje opredelitve - “gojenje” in “delitev”, sta bili deležni  posebne 
pozornosti vseh trenerjev, ki so predstavili svojo izkušnjo skozi scenarije delavnic. 
Vsi smo prepričani, da je ustvarjanje varnega in prijaznega okolja za udeležence 
ključnega pomena; in hkrati pogoj za začetek izobraževanja. V prejšnjih poglavjih 
lahko najdemo veliko različnih idej za motivacijo odraslih pri nadaljevanju učenja in 
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samorazvoja. Zlasti različne igre za ogrevanje, gibalne vaje, skupinske aktivnosti in 
rituali so bili predstavljeni kot učinkoviti mehanizmi za rast interesov, sodelovanje 
in odločnost odraslih udeležencev. V vseh teh dejanjih so vključeni ne samo razum 
ampak tudi telo, čustva in duhovna plat. Zahvaljujoč  procesu učenja in pridobivanju 
novih znanj vse skupaj postane ustvarjalna pustolovščina in kolektivna izkušnja.

Ko pride do možnosti delitve izkušenj, MedArt metodologija ponuja celo vrsto 
ukrepov sodelovanja, ki omogočajo svobodno izražanje in pomagajo slušateljem, 
da razkrijejo svoje identitete in podelijo življenjske izkušnje, strokovno znanje, 
sposobnost in znanje. Različne metode izražanja in improvizacijskih vaj, ki so jih 
predlagali posameznimi partnerji, so dobri primeri delitve in izmenjave znanj in 
izkušenj z drugimi. Z njihovo pomočjo ima vsak možnost, da prispeva k skupnemu 
procesu ustvarjanja.

Prikrajšani Odrasli 
Dejstvo, da je nekdo prikrajšan, pomeni da se ta nekdo sooča s specifičnimi težavami 
v vsakdanjem življenju. Ker mora vsaka taka oseba premagati različne ovire in 
prepreke, je zelo pomembno definirati vse, kar on/ona resnično potrebuje. To je 
razlog, da vsi partnerji posebno pozornost namenijo prilagajanju svojih gledaliških 
interesov, strastem in potrebam, kakor tudi omejitvam v svojih skupinah. V zvezi s 
tem so predstavljene nekatere rešitve, ki temeljijo na izkušnjah MedArt članov in 
so še posebej zanimive in vredne pozornosti.

Ob upoštevanju dejstva velikega tveganja, ki ga prinaša fluktuacija udeležencev 
znotraj njihovih delavnic (brezdomci in invalidi); Divadlo bez domova tako 
npr. predlaga izpeljavo performansa na tak način, da odsotnost enega ali  več 
udeležencev ne uniči celotne produkcije (“Soft joints” pristop). Po drugi strani pa  
Asociación Acunagua opisuje razmere, ko so se odločili popolnoma spremeniti 
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začetno idejo o ustvarjanju predstave v zaprtih oddelkih zapora in jo nadomestili z 
ročno-umetniškim delom (“izdelavo T-shirt). Odločeno je bilo, da bodo spoštovali 
voljo zapornikov, ki se niso želeli izpostaviti pred javnostjo. Še vedno je bil 
glavni cilj potek nadaljnjih umetniških dejavnosti znotraj zapora in s tem podana 
možnost komunikacije z zunanjim svetom. Tretji primer je pedagoški eksperiment 
ki ga uspešno izvaja Teatr Grodzki s skupino gluhih in invalidnih oseb. Le ti so 
bili povabljeni, da poskusijo sami voditi delavnice za otroke in mlade, s čimer so 
presegli začetna pričakovanja saj so udeleženci delavnice postali vodje delavnic.
V vseh treh primerih predlagane metode in pristopi pričajo kako pomembno je 
biti pogumen in prilagodljiv, se ne omejevati pri začetnih idejah, ampak vedno 
upoštevati oboje; tako omejitve kot tudi skrite potenciale udeležencev.

Gledališka Zakoreninjenost  
To besedišče nam kaže celo vrsto različnih ustvarjalnih metod, katerim gledališče 
služi kot vir navdiha. V našem priročniku smo upoštevali tako tradicionalno dramsko 
gledališče kot tudi druge konvencionalne oblike ter različne »paragledališke« 
pristope. Predstavljeno je tudi, kako lahko gledališče pomaga pri odkrivanju ne-
gledaliških načinov spodbujanja ustvarjalnosti, blaginje in samorazvoja prikrajšanih 
udeležencev.

Izkušnje MEDARTA dokazujejo, da ni univerzalne metode uporabe gledališča v 
izobraževanju odraslih in pri delu s prikrajšanimi. Dejansko je lahko vsaka vrsta 
gledališko - umetniške dejavnosti enako učinkovita, če jo natančno prilagajamo 
specifičnim potrebam in okoliščinam. Tako se zdi, da je  gledališče, ki zahteva 
igralske spretnosti, nedostopno za mnoge skupine prikrajšanih udeležencev, 
predvsem zaradi težav pri memoriziranju besedila in strahu, da se med nastopom 
pred javnostjo razkrijejo. Vendar pa je primer organizacije AHA in njihovih 
dolgoletnih izkušenj z dramsko igro z brezdomci pokazal, da takšen pristop deluje, 
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če so izpolnjeni posebni pogoji (situacija temelji na procesu in usmerjeni pomoči). 
Nasprotno, ACTA ponuja igriv način ustvarjanja predstave s skupnimi napori, kjer 
vsakdo prispeva k ustvarjanju zgodbe iz nič (“Julie Story”). Ta metoda je odlična 
rešitev za soustvarjanje odraslih v gledališču. Spet drugačen gledališki pristop 
obogati MEDART zaradi izkušenj CSC. Uspešno so uporabljali tehnike dramaterapije 
z raziskovanjem mitov in odkrivanjem njihovih skritih pomenov, medtem ko 
improvizirajo in igrajo različne vloge. Nazadnje Društvo ProSoc prispeva svoje 
neverbalne in povsem fizične načine gledališkega izražanja, ki temeljijo na gibanju, 
plesu in vodeni meditaciji (“ActEmo”, “Creative movement”).

Raznolikost pristopov, ki sestavljajo metodologijo MEDART, kaže, da gledališče v 
izobraževanju odraslih pomeni veliko različnih stvari. Klovnjenje, lutkovna umetnost, 
delo s simboli, uprizarjanje Shakespearja, igranje instrumentov, praznovanje časa 
za kavo - so vsi primerni gledališki načini podpore prikrajšanim odraslim učencem.

Mednarodno Sodelovanje 
Za zaključek zadnjega odstavka tega priročnika je treba še enkrat ponoviti, da je 
posebna vrednost projekta MEDART v svojem sodelovalnem značaju. V skladu s 
pravili programa ERASMUS + za strateška partnerstva prav možnost sodelovanja 
omogoča učiteljem, da izboljšajo  svoje kapacitete in delijo svoje inovativne prakse. 
Takšna izmenjava je potekala zahvaljujoč MEDART-u in enotedenskim delavnicam, 
ki so jih gostili španski partnerji v Lanzaroteu. Udeležili so se jih vsi projektni vodje 
in je praktično pomenil vrhunec projekta (julij 2016). Mednarodna konferenca 
MEDART, ki je bila organizirana v Bratislavi na Slovaškem (novembra 2016) je bila 
dragocena priložnost za razmislek o metodoloških ugotovitvah projekta in razpravo 
s strokovno javnostjo in umetniki.

Nazadnje navajamo izjave predstavnikov partnerskih organizacij, ki govorijo 
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o tem, katere konkretne koristi so pridobili z izmenjavo metod in različnih 
pristopov v času trajanja projekta.
»Želel bi poudariti dejstvo, da smo lahko videli in čutili različne načine izvajanja 
delavnic. Različni stili so mi omogočili, da se kot udeleženec lahko vključim 
drugače - v nekaterih primerih bolj kot opazovalec, v drugih bolj dejavno in 
včasih tudi kot protagonist ali preprosto kot aktivna in navdahnjena oseba, 
ki je sredi »dogajanja«. 

Povratne informacije in refleksija našega dela delavnic so nam pomagali pri 
imenovanju drugih vidikov  in elementov (npr. raziskovanje, uživanje, gradnja 
zaupanja), ki smo jih predstavili in jih uporabljamo v našem rednem pri delu z 
našimi uporabniki. Ta dejstva nas navdihujejo, da vse bolj in bolj razmišljamo 
o drugih metodah, ki jih že uporabljamo, vendar jih nikoli nismo imenovali in 
jih opisali kot »metode««.

Patrik Krebs, Divadlo bez domova

»S sodelovanjem v delavnicah drugih strokovnih delavcev in opazovanjem 
njihove prakse, smo spoznali, da Actin pristop ni duhovni, temveč bolj 
pragmatičen in praktičen. Med opazovanjem pristopov ki so bili bolj fizične 
narave smo se spraševali o našem pristopu, ki ji sicer manj fizičnem, in temelji 
bolj na oblikovanju, verbalni improvizaciji, karakterizaciji, pripovedovanju 
zgodb in dialogu. To nas je spodbudilo k razmišljanju, kako je to mogoče. 
Zaključili smo, da je naš pristop vodilo in oblikovalo naše znanje o naših 
udeležencih in kaj se je njim zdelo enostavno. Acta pogosto dela z ljudmi, ki 
ne vedo in ne čutijo da je gledališče za njih; zato moramo vedno najti pristop, 
zaradi katerega se bodo počutili varno in udobno. Iz teh razlogov menimo, da 
bolj fizični pristop lahko odvrne udeležence in jim preprečuje sodelovanje.«

Ingrid Jones in Rosalie Pordes, acta
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»Neposredno po usposabljanju na Lanzaroteu smo izvedli skupinsko vajo, 
imenovano “Julie Story”, ki so jo predstavili trenerji iz Acte, v delavnici 
pripovedovanja zgodb z našo skupino odraslih amaterskih igralcev. Delavnica 
je bila namenjena spodbujanju udeležencev, da se odkrito izražajo in izhajajo  
iz lastnih življenjskih izkušenj. Uporabili smo različne načine umetniškega 
izražanja, da so lahko udeleženci delili svoje osebne zgodbe z drugimi. Za 
podrobnejšo strukturo izbranih zgodb smo uspešno uporabili metodo »Julie 
Story«, ki je prilagojena našim potrebam. Naši gledališki skupini je pomagalo 
ustvariti scenarij nove lutkovne predstave, katere premiera je bil junija 2017.«

Maria Schejbal, Teatr Grodzki

»Delavnica je poudarila različne pristope, ki jih partnerji uporabljajo 
vsakodnevno z različnimi skupinami. To je za nas najpomembnejša ugotovitev 
delavnice Lanzarote. Projekt MEDART je vsem partnerjem omogočil razmisliti 
o lastnih metodologijah in jih primerjati z drugimi. Mi v glavnem delamo z 
migranti. Tako smo srečali različne načine dela z različnimi ciljnimi skupinami. 
Usposabljanje je bilo v precejšen izziv tudi s čustvenega in osebnega vidika. 
Poudarjena je bila zahtevnost pri delu z ranljivimi skupinami na osebni ravni 
ter čustvena vpletenost, ki se doživlja pri delu s temi ciljnimi skupinami. 
Zelo je pomembno uravnotežiti lastna čustva in se obvladovati, medtem ko 
pomagamo drugim, če želimo biti dobri praktiki in strokovnjaki. Različne 
metode, predstavljene na delavnici na Lanzaroteju, nam  bodo pomagale pri 
delu z migranti, saj se lahko za te ciljno skupino uporabljajo različne vaje.«

Dario Ferrante, CSC Danilo Dolci 

»Ugotavljali smo, kakšne učinke ima projekcija čustev na igralca in na druge 
ljudi. Kaj pomeni prikazati ogledalo drugim? Kako pomembno je, da se 
dotaknemo in smo dotaknjeni. Kako se naši prsti spomnijo obraza našega 
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partnerja, kako lahko, kot kiparji, naredimo lepoto še lepšo? Kako pomembni 
so rituali - ne glede na to, kako preprosti se morda zdijo. Uživali smo tudi, 
kako ritual skupnega pitja kave ustvarja našo skupnost in jo krepi vsak dan. 
Ponovno smo se vrnili na vprašanje: »Kdo sem, kako se vidim, kako me vidi 
moje okolje?« Imeli smo priložnost, da brez pomisleka povlečemo karto, 
rekoč: glej, to sem jaz. Nikoli sam. Potem smo z zaprtimi očmi poslušali 
zgodbe, uživali smo v svilnatem zvoku, včasih njeno divjo naravo, meditirali 
smo njeno resnico. Doživeli smo razliko med biti del kroga ali biti izključen 
iz njega. Velik izziv se je bil odpreti drugim ljudem, pa čeprav sem jih dobro 
poznal. Kaj je ekipa? Kaj je skupina? Kje sem v njej? Sem zmožen skupini  
dati kar se od mene pričakuje, moje zaklade? Redna srečanja imajo izjemno 
močan učinek na ljudi v stiski.

Sándor Füsti-Molnár, AHA

»Za nas, ljudi z otoka, je dobiti priložnost za  učenje, gostovanje in izmenjavo,  
veliko darilo. Projekt MEDART nas je zelo dobro obogatil in okrepil našo 
družbo in skupnost.

Kakšen je bil vpliv projekta na naše življenje? Projekt MEDART nam je 
pomagal pri opismenjevanju našega dela, narediti naša dejanja bolj vidna in 
učinkovitejša in dal potrditev ter smisel našemu delovanju. Bilo je izjemno 
pomembno, da je projekt trajal dve leti saj smo imeli priložnost se ustaviti, 
opazovati naše delo ter se posvetovati z drugimi strokovnjaki na področju 
umetnosti in socialnega dela Projekt MEDART nam je jasno pokazal skupno 
moč, ki smo jo ustvarili z vsemi partnerji, zahvaljujoč profesionalnosti, 
predanosti in skupni volji vseh nas.

Projekt MEDART je potrdil, da čeprav  imamo kakšno drugačno ozadje ali 
delovne pogoje, smo močno povezani s skupnim ciljem - da opravimo svoje 
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delo po najboljših močeh in vedno, kadar je to mogoče – GA DELIMO Z 
DRUGIMI.

Magdaléna Komárová, Acunagua Association

»Menim, da je dodana vrednost priročnika predvsem v raznolikosti metod. 
Na samo nekaj mestih lahko najdemo podobnosti. Vsakdo, ki ga zanima ta 
vrsta dela, bo lahko našel nekaj koristnega. Od klasičnih dramskih uprizoritev 
do gibalnih improvizacij. Uporaba ritma, pripovedovanje zgodb, instrumentov 
in dela s predmeti ali lutkami spet odpirajo drugo dimenzijo. Opisane 
metode omogočajo tudi pisanje scenarijev in po potrebi reševanje sporov 
znotraj skupine ali v posamezniku samem. Skupni imenovalec vseh metod 
je eksperiment in raziskovanje, tako da lahko vsi vpleteni (tako ranljivi kot 
drugi) pridobijo uporabne in dragocene nove izkušnje.«

Domen Rakovec, Drustvo ProSoc

Vse navedene izjave jasno kažejo, da sta izmenjava idej in izkušenj med 
trenerji  resnično potrebna in močno vplivata na kakovost njihovega 
vsakodnevnega dela. Ta priročnik je preprosto način izmenjave delovnih 
metod z namenom, da bi dali podporo prikrajšanim odraslim skozi gledališče 
in s tem povezano umetnost.

MEDART partnerji 
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